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The textbook in front of you is a compendium of teaching
modules designed for family medicine/GP POCUS (Point of Care
UltraSound) education.
The aim of this textbook is to provide a solid theoretical
introduction to all people interested in POCUS certification through the
International Pocus Organization (IPO). We are open for any
constructive feedback and additional information.
Authors
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PREFACE
The application of ultrasound in medicine as a method of
diagnostics can first be traced to neurologist Karl Dusik who in 1942
used ultrasound waves to try and detect brain tumors via transcranial
scanning . Although the beginnings were modest in results and in image
quality, ultrasound first found its place in medicine as a part of the obgyn field due to the fact that it did not give off any radiation and that it
was safe for both the mother and child.
As technology developed, ultrasound machines have undergone
many improvements in the form of different scanning modes which in
itself gave us the option to conduct more precise measurements. New
probes gave us the option to scan tissue at a range of different depths,
and the most modern probes have given us the option to scan the
patient from right under the skin's surface to their bones making it easy
to visualize minute details. The introduction of Doppler effect scanning
also gave us the option to assess how blood circulates. Depending on
the direction of blood flow, Doppler is presented by either the colour blue
or red, with blue being the blood flowing away from the probe and red
flowing towards the probe (BART – blue away red towards). Doppler
also gave us the possibility to assess heart valves, carotids, the aorta,
and indeed all other peripheral blood vessels, as well as being able to
analyze the vascularity of organs and/or tumors.
Further development of ultrasound technology, coupled with the
appropriate training allows us the option to see even smaller structures
such as nerves which has led to the use of ultrasound in guided regional
anesthesia, and also in needle biopsies due to the fact that we can
visualize the needle and perform the biopsy in such a way that we are
sure that the intended tissue is being reached.
The latest developments have moved the ultrasound diagnostics
from the doctor‟s office into field medicine as there are many ultrasound
machines that are portable, some of them the size of a laptop or even
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smaller making ultrasound available in the ambulance or while making a
visit to the outpatient‟s home. We can conclude that ultrasound has
developed to such a degree that it is being applied routinely in almost
every field of clinical medicine and scientific research, since it can be
used as a quick, relatively reliable tool to diagnose conditions, conduct
follow ups and assess treatment. The question now is: who can perform
an ultrasound and what kind of training is required?
To answer this question, the American Medical Association
issued a policy in 1999 that states ultrasound diagnostics can be
performed by physicians of all specialties providing that they have
adequate training, and the privilege of performing the ultrasound is
therefore left to the hospital itself to decide which physician has the
adequate training and can use ultrasound imaging in their daily work.
This has changed the paradigm, where ultrasound was mostly used by
specialists, mainly radiologists, and in some cases ob-gyn and
cardiologists. Now doctors of all specialists have begun learning how to
perform ultrasound imaging in order to shorten the diagnostic process
and in most cases start the treatment right after the diagnostics.
This shift was first inspired by purely economic reasons: if one
physician is performing both the initial examination and the ultrasound,
the hospital saves money and the patient saves time while also
confirming or excluding many pathological conditions on the spot.
Another reason for adopting ultrasound diagnostics in such a way was to
reduce the need for diagnostic imaging such as X rays, CT scans, and
MRIs both in order to reduce costs but also to save time and reduce the
patients exposure to radiation. Needless to say, after this paradigm shift
the first branches of medicine to adopt ultrasound imaging as a part of
their diagnostic protocols were urgent medicine, anesthesiology as well
as family medicine. For anesthesiologists and urgent care/iintensive
care providers it was a valuable tool to quickly assess gross pathology
and adapt as well as react with a shift in the treatment provided. For
family medicine specialists it became an opportunity to easily diagnose
common conditions, exclude life threatening pathology, perform more
detailed health follow ups (recognizing many chronic conditions in their
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early stage) as well as to follow up on treatments in order to assess how
effective is the treatment prescribed to the patient.
In the beginning, most anesthesiologists, urgent care providers
and family medicine specialists learned how to perform ultrasound by
learning from radiologists, ob-gyn and cardiologists then they would
adapt those techniques and knowledge to the fields of family medicine
and urgent care.
In a short period of time, many training programs emerged, such
as POCUS – Point Of Care UltraSound, FATE – Focus Assessed
Transthoracic Echocardiography and RUSH – Rapid Ultrasound for
Shock and Hypotension. All of these programs had one thing in
common: they were conceived as a natural next step after the initial
examination/analysis in order to exclude or confirm gross pathology
which is life threatening. With respect to all of the programs apart from
POCUS, each focuses on one body part (for example FATE focuses on
the heart) or on one algorithm meant to confirm or exclude the presence
of a specific pathology (for example RUSH focuses on the cause of
shock).
Unfortunately there is still no official international program that is
a part of the medical curriculum in all medical schools, and not even this
one is designed to be the final authority on the subject. However, in the
same way one evaluates an X-ray image as a radiologist the image can
also be evaluated by a family medicine specialist/general practitioner
(GP), the difference being the amount of information gained about the
patient‟s condition. Another similar example would be interpretation on
ECG by a cardiologist and a family medicine specialist: the first one will
gain almost all of the information that can be acquired from the ECG,
while the latter one will gain the most relevant information in terms of
gross pathology. Taking these two examples into consideration it‟s only
a matter of time when the basics of ultrasound will become a skill
learned in almost every medical school as a part of radiology or as an
independent subject.
Currently almost all countries have or are forming governing
bodies which are in charge of creating POCUS and similar programs or
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curriculums. One of the first worldwide organizations to recommend
POCUS is WONCA (World organization of family doctors), which in
2016 published a study which shows the advantage of training family
medicine specialists to use ultrasound using the POCUS method. It
showed that a family medicine specialist trained in POCUS sets the
diagnosis more precisely, shortens the time from the initial contact with
the patient to the preliminary diagnosis and makes follow ups and
treatment adjustments easier. Despite this recommendation most family
medicine specialists and GPs are still untrained in the use of ultrasound
and they rely on other specialists to perform this kind of diagnostics. It is
the opinion of the authors of this book that the next step in educating
family medicine specialists / general practitioners is to introduce the
ultrasound machine into every doctor‟s office, in the same way as the
stethoscope, otoscope and ECG.
There is a difference between a comprehensive ultrasound and a
POCUS ultrasound examination illustrated in the analogies with the Xray and ECG that we previously discussed. A shortage of complete (in
depth) expertise in a specific field of ultrasound diagnostics should not
be discouraging in using this diagnostic tool for recognizing gross
pathology.
The information in this book is primarily tailored for family
medicine specialists and general practitioners who are interested in
using ultrasound in their daily practice. Specialists who are in other
medical fields such as anesthesiology, internal medicine, urgent care
etc. can also benefit from this book, but should also seek additional
information and training that would complement this book. The structure
of the program explained here is to enable a family medicine practitioner
to perform what we call the head to heel exam (HTH exam).
Based on the symptoms that the patient has, the doctor trained
in POCUS should be able to examine every part of the patient‟s body in
order to exclude or confirm gross pathology and to establish the overall
condition of the patient. Due to this approach, the book before you
should not be viewed as a specialized manual, but as a guide through
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an algorithm of ultrasound diagnostics that is focused on the most
common pathology observed in a primary care setting.
The first chapter will deal with the physics of ultrasound, different
modes of scanning and approach to using the ultrasound machine.
Every consecutive chapter deals with an anatomical region or organ,
and in each chapter we will first cover the basics of how to scan the
region, the normal findings pertaining to anatomy and after that the most
common pathology that can be found while scanning. Once more we
remind the readers of this textbook that each chapter can be used
separately to acquire the basic theoretical knowledge before hands-on
training in that specific area.
With all of this said, it‟s obvious that each physician that performs
ultrasound examinations will have their own methods that will be
developed based on their own experiences and the ultrasound machine
that they are using (the technological options that the machine offers).
It is the hope of the authors of this textbook that through the
information presented here we can all contribute to making new
protocols in the daily practice of medicine in a primary care setting.
Every primary care physician focuses on treating the person and not the
disease and the skills gained through POCUS can contribute in
evaluating the complete condition of the patient, and not just the
individual symptom. In this way, underlying conditions can be
discovered, pathology can be discovered in its initial phase and the time
spent on diagnostics can be shortened. This textbook is also the first
project of the IPO, an international network of POCUS enthusiasts. It will
serve as an official curriculum and study guide for all interested in
POCUS family medicine certification.
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PHYSICS OF ULTRASOUND
DIAGNOSTICS
Sound waves used in diagnostic ultrasound have a frequency of
over 2MHz. In comparison the human ear detects sound frequencies
between 20Hz and 20.000Hz. Each ultrasound probe contains
piezoelectric crystals which vibrate when exposed to an electric current,
thus creating a frequency (sound) which is well above the hearing range
of the human ear. The produced sound waves are then transduced
through the tissue by transferring vibrations through molecules. The
mentioned sound waves share some characteristics of sinus waves they
are the following characteristics:
1. wave length (λ), which is the space between two peaks of the
sinus waves (the depth of ultrasound wave penetration is directly
proportional to wavelength);
2. frequency (f), number of cycles (wave lengths) that are created
during one second, it‟s measured in hertz – Hz (which is directly
dependent on the type of piezoelectric crystals in the probe), the
higher the frequency, the better the image resolution (image
quality) is, but tissue penetration is smaller (shallower);
3. the speed of wave spread (V), depends on tissue density.
Since the speed at which the wave spreads (V) is relatively
constant when it comes to soft tissues and is about 1540 m/s, it‟s clear
that in this case only wavelength and frequency are variables.
The relation between these characteristics can be described via
the mathematical equation: V = λf. In order for „V‟ to be constant, an
increase in „λ‟ must be followed by a reduction of „f‟ and vice versa. In
other words, frequency and wavelength are inversely proportional:
λ = V/f.
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This fact is of great importance when selecting a probe that has
a certain type of crystal in it and creates a certain ultrasound wave type.
If the physician performing the test uses a probe with a higher
frequency, they will have a smaller wavelength which in turn means that
they will have better image resolution but smaller tissue penetration (a
shallower visualization of tissue).
Higher frequency probes have better resolution and smaller
penetration so they are used to visualize soft tissue underneath the skin
and organs close to the skin. These probes are called linear probes, and
they have a frequency between 7,5 and 10 MHz (modern multifrequency probes have ranges from 2 up to 12 MHz). For deeper
scanning (for example the organs of the abdomen) probes that have a
frequency of around 3,5MHz are used. These are called convex probes.
In general we can categorize probes into three types based on
the type of ultrasound beam they emit through the tissue: sector, convex
and linear probes. Apart from these three there are also special
ultrasound probes, such as probes used in transvaginal ultrasound,
rectal ultrasound etc.

From left to right: sector probe, convex probe, linear probe
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Ultrasound probes are not just emitters of ultrasound waves, but
they are also receivers that absorb reflected (returned) ultrasound
waves, thus making every ultrasound both an emitter and a receiver.

Schematic view of the sector, convex and linear probe

Ultrasound scanning can be performed in several modes, the most
commonly used ones are:
A- mode (amplitude mode) – encompasses emitting single
ultrasound waves which are then registered on the receiver and
an image is formed on screen which shows depth. Today this
method is rarely used for diagnostic purposes. It‟s still being
used in a therapeutic way for ESWL (Extracorporeal Shock
Wave Lithotripsy).
B- mode (brightness mode) – is a simultaneous scanning of
surfaces, which is then shown on screen as a 2D image. This is
the most common method of ultrasound imaging today. When
describing the image on screen we compare the different
brightness levels, describing things as isoechogenic (of the same
brightness level), hyperechogenic (brighter), hypoechogenic
(darker) or anechogenic (completely dark). Terms such as
isoechogenic (of the same level of brightness) and
heteroehogenic (tissue that does not have the same level of
brightness in all of its areas) are also commonly used.
17
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M- mode (motion mode) is a rapid interchangeable scanning with A
and B mode in a short time frame in order to make an analog
picture of motion. It‟s mainly used in measuring structures that
are hard to measure in B mode.
D- mode (Doppler mode) is a measurement of the increase or
decrease of the frequency due to the Doppler effect, it gives
information about blood flow through the scanned organs. The most
commonly used is the colour Doppler scan which shows colours in
blood vessels over the standard B mode image. Another common
way of using the D-mode scanning is a Duplex Doppler scan, which
shows a 2D image and a Pulse waveform of the Doppler effect at the
same time. Apart from these Doppler modes one of the most
frequent modes used in echocardiology is the continuous wave
Doppler, applied in measuring transvalvular speed, pressure
gradient etc.

Doppler of carotid arteries

Each probe has a distinguishing mark on its side that is used to
help the physician orient themselves. The programming has a green dot
on the screen that also helps the physician to orient themselves. In most
18
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cases moving the probe to the right side of the patient‟s body will show
anatomical structures that are on that side and vice versa. In a
longitudinal position it is important for the physician to be sure about
which side is cranial and which side is caudal. In our POCUS curriculum
for family medicine specialists, there is only one situation where the
probe is inverted (left being right and right being left) and that is while in
PLAX (parasternal long axis view) position in heart echosonography.
Although this is the subject of hands on training, the holding of
the probe and moving of the probe can be summarized in the following
instructions:
1. Hold the probe as you would hold a pen.
2. You may rest your hand on the patient‟s body but it is not
mandatory.
3. There are basically three motions that we can perform with the
probe: sliding, tilting, rotating. Try to avoid making multiple
motions in one movement (for example: if you slide, do not
rotate, if you tilt, do not slide). Such movement may cause
confusion and make it harder to identify structures.

Proper way of holding a probe.
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Example of rotating the probe from transversal to longitudinal.

Interaction of ultrasound waves with tissue
1. Attenuation (weakening)
Attenuation is the gradual loss of penetration strength when the
ultrasound wave is passing through the tissue. Attenuation is created
due to the absorption of ultrasound energy and its conversion to heat, as
well as due to the reflection, refraction and scattering phenomenons.
Attenuation is very prominent in the following situations:
●
●

When there is a significant distance between the scanned tissue
and the probe.
When the ultrasound wave is travelling through a nonhomogeneous medium.

2. Reflection
Ultrasound waves are reflected off the surface of the tissue through
which they pass. This reflection (echo) makes echosonography possible.
Reflection depends on the acoustic impedance of the scanned tissue,
which is in direct correlation with the density of the tissue and the speed
at which ultrasound waves are spreading through it.
The denser the tissue, the bigger the impedance is if the wave speed is
constant. Medium impedance of tissue (in standard units) is:
20
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●
●
●
●
●
●

air – 0.000429
water – 1.50
blood – 1.59
fat – 1.38
muscle – 1.70
bone – 6.50

3. Refraction
When an ultrasound wave comes into contact with a tissue of a different
acoustic impedance, some parts of the ultrasound waves are not
reflected, they are just slowed down, and this phenomenon is observed
as a refraction (the same as a refraction of light). While performing
echosonography as a diagnostic method refraction can cause visual
artefacts such as double images, blurring etc.
4. Diffraction (scattering)
Scattering of the ultrasound beam is directly proportionate to the
distance from the source of the ultrasound waves.

Artefacts

Artefacts are irregularities in the image received via ultrasound scanning
due to physical processes that influence the emitted or reflected
ultrasound wave.

1. Reverberation
Reverberation is observed as a series of parallel lines set at equal
21
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distances from one another. These are caused by the ultrasound wave
reflecting back and forth between two tissue surfaces.

Reverberation

2. Ring-down phenomenon
Small cholesterol crystals or micro-bubbles of gas resonate with
ultrasound waves and then emit new waves of their own.

Ring down phenomenon
22
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3. Mirror image
Big surfaces such as the diaphragm can reflect ultrasound waves in
such a way that mirror images can appear on both sides of the tissue
boundaries.

The arrow is pointing at a mirror image of a hyperechogenic mass in the liver
(most probably a hemangioma) that is being reflected and is shown as a mirror
image on the other side of the diaphragm.

4. Signal enhancement
Usually in the form of a hiperehogena line that appears behind a hollow
organ filled with liquid, due to weaker tissue attenuation in the posterior
tissue.
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The enhancing of signal when passing through the gallbladder (the
enhancement is due to the present fluid in the gallbladder)

5. Attenuation (weakening of signal)
Usually appears behind hiperehogena formations, such as gallbladder or
renal stones.

Weakening of the signal due to the ultrasound wave impacting a gallstone

Understanding different artefacts and the mechanism of their creation is
of great importance to differentiate false findings and to help set the
correct diagnosis.
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NECK ULTRASOUND
The goal of the neck ultrasound examination is to spot the following
anatomical structures and pathological changes in them:
1. Thyroid gland: size, echogenicity, focal changes (nodes, cysts),
vascular activity etc.
2. Salivary glands: size, echogenicity, focal changes (stones,
cysts, tumors).
3. Lymph nodes: size, echogenicity, hilus, vascular activity etc.
4. Neck medial and lateral cysts: presence, size.
5. Soft tissues: muscles, lipomas, atheromas.
6. Carotid and vertebral arteries, which will be covered in a
separate module.
The examination is performed while the patient is in a supine
position, with the patient‟s neck in a hyperextended position, with a small
pillow or a rolled towel under the neck for the patient‟s comfort. The
most adequate probe for scanning is a linear probe with the range of 5
to 10 MHz. If the thyroid gland is severely enlarged a convex probe can
also be used. Sonography is performed in transverse and longitudinal
scans. The lobes of the thyroid gland are measured in three dimensions,
the “height” and “width” are measured in a transverse scan, while the “
depth” is measured in a longitudinal scan, the volume is calculated
based on the standard formula for elipsoids – height x width x depth x
0,52. The size of the thyroid gland is determined by measuring the
longitudinal and transversal sections. Dimensions in the report are
written down in millimeters, but for calculating volume they are
converted to centimeters. Measuring the volume of the thyroid gland is a
somewhat questionable method since there is no consensus about the
average volume of the lobes or indeed the whole thyroid gland.
A quick method that we recommend is to evaluate the size of the
thyroid gland by comparing the width of each of the thyroid lobes with
25
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the trachea. If the lobe is wider than the trachea it is generally
considered enlarged, if it is smaller, it is considered to be hypotrophic.
Most ultrasound machines calculate volume by setting up the cursors
while measuring. Normal thickness of the isthmus is about 3mm in the
thinnest part. A thickening of over 8 to 10mm is a sign of goiter.
Retrosternal enlargement of the thyroid gland is verified with the
adequate directing of the probe towards the mediastinum while in the
supraclavicular position. Power Doppler scanning is used to evaluate
vascularity of lobes and focal lesions. In the following image we can see
the normal anatomy of the thyroid gland in the transverse scan of the
neck.

The normal anatomy of the thyroid gland. The transversal scan through the
middle of the thyroid gland shows typical landmarks: lobes of the thyroid (left
and right) and trachea which is clearly marked in the image, C stands for
common carotid artery, JV stands for jugular vein, SCM represents the
sternocleidomastoid muscle and IS is the isthmus of the thyroid gland. The
esophagus is usually to the left of the trachea under the left thyroid lobe and in
front of the long neck muscle and has a characteristic target sign. To identify
the esophagus we can ask the patient to swallow saliva or air.

Normally the parathyroid glands cannot be seen while performing
the ultrasound examination of the neck, because they are smaller than
1x5mm. It‟s widely accepted that every 10th patient has at least one
26
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additional parathyroid gland, while every 20th patient is missing at least
one parathyroid gland.

Right thyroid lobe of a patient taking suppressive therapy. C – common carotid
artery, L – thyroid lobe, S – sternocleidomastoid muscle, I – isthmus, J – jugular
vein.

The arrow points to the esophagus which can sometimes imitate a mass in the
thyroid gland or an enlarged parathyroid gland.
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Image 14 – the arrow points to a small hipoehogenous (almost anehogenous)
mass surrounded by normal tissue of the thyroid gland. This finding is a colloid
cyst of small diameter, which by itself is not a clinically significant finding. The
easiest way to differentiate a cyst from a blood vessel is to use the Doppler
mode to scan it.

Thyroid nodes
Most ultrasound examinations of the thyroid gland are to
evaluate nodes that are already previously diagnosed, either by
palpation, other diagnostics (CT, MRI) or to follow up after an initial
ultrasound performed in the past. It is estimated that one in five people
has at least one thyroid node. Fortunately, malignant tumors of the
thyroid gland are rare and they are less than 1% of all registered
malignant tumors. Most thyroid carcinomas are not aggressive, so the
five and ten year survival rate in newly discovered cases is over 90%.
There are no pathognomonic characteristics of malignant nodes when
compared to benign nodes, due to this fact, ultrasound evaluation of
thyroid nodes is focused on biopsy criteria. However there are some
findings that indicate the probability that the node is benign:
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●
●
●
●

●
●

A pronounced cystic component – is mostly a result of cystic
degeneration of hyperplastic benign nodes.
Cysts smaller than 5mm are considered colloid cysts without clinical
significance.
A “comet tail” sign is created due to the coagulation of a colloid cyst.
Hiperehogenous homogeneous lesions are usually benign (“Bright
node, bright prognosis.”). Almost all malignant nodes are
hipoehogenous or isoehogenous.
Edge calcifications in the shape of an “egg shell” are indicators of a
benign lesion.
“Hot nodes”, increased absorption of radionuclide material are
usually benign.

The most common malignant tumor of the thyroid gland is papillary
carcinoma (70% of all carcinoma), which is often multifocal, often has a
cystic component and disseminates into the regional lymph nodes early.
About 15% of other carcinomas are follicular carcinomas, which are
rarely multifocal; they do not infiltrate regional lymph nodes but they do
spread via blood to the lungs and bones. The rest of the carcinomas (the
last 15%) are medullary, anaplastic and other seldom seen tumors
Benign nodes are histologically usually adenomas, more rarely follicular
adenomas. Real thyroid cysts are very rare; most cystic formations are
actually degenerations of hyperplastic nodes. Almost every 4th node has
a cystic zone in it.

A solitary node in the right lobe with calcifications which are very common in
malignant nodes. The biopsy later confirmed that this finding was a papillary
carcinoma.
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A predominantly cystic node with such characteristics that it is not indicated to
be biopsied.

"Eggshell" characteristics (marked by arrows), signs of the nodes being benign.

“Comet tail” sign, hiperehogenous trails within a colloid node.
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Image 19 – a complex node, with a cystic component, thick outer capsule and a
solitary mass in it. The decision to biopsy this node should be based on the
patient’s age, symptoms and medical history.

Image 20 – a complex node, scanned with Doppler mode which showed an
increased vascularization. Increased vascularization is a relative indication for
biopsy.

Biopsy is recommended with the following findings:
●
●

Node size is above 2cm. Big solitary, dominant, hipoehogenous
nodes are often malignant.
Microcalcifications under 1mm spread out in a solid node is a
sign of malignancy in 70% of cases. These kinds of calcifications
are usually found in papillary carcinoma. These kinds of
31
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●
●
●
●
●

calcifications can also be found in the metastasis in regional
lymph nodes.
Solitary “cold” nodes.
Family history of thyroid carcinoma, especially in medullary
carcinoma.
If the patient is less than 20 years old with a solitary node.
Irregular edges and poor node definition (though some benign
nodes can have the same characteristics).
Findings of thyroid nodes with extremely elevated antibodies
(and standard tumor markers: thyroglobulin and calcitonin).

Goiter and thyroid hormone disorders
Goiter is a generalized enlargement of the thyroid gland, there
are multitude causes for goiter, the most common of which are GravesBasedow disease, adenomatous goiter. Less likely causes include other
inflammatory diseases of the thyroid and iodine deficiency in the diet,
such as Hashimoto thyroiditis. Graves disease (diffuse toxic goiter) is
the most common cause of hyperthyroidism. Hashimoto thyroiditis on
the other hand is the most common cause of hypothyroidism. Both
disease are marked with elevated antibodies mostly anti-TPO. The
typical finding during color Doppler examination of a Graves-Basedow
goiter is an increased vascular activity, which is described as a “vascular
(thyroid) inferno”. Hashimoto thyroiditis shows many hipoehogenous
zones, while an adenomatose goiters (“multinodular goiter”) has nodes
that are mostly hiperehogenous.
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Adenomatous goiter, with a uniform structure and discreetly hiperehogenic
small nodes in the tissue.

Hashimoto thyroiditis, lobe scanned longitudinally with numerous
hypoechogenic nodules in it.

Parathyroid glands
The most common pathological finding is an enlargement of the
parathyroid gland due to the presence of the primary adenoma, which is
the primary cause in 95% of cases enlarged parathyroid glands. Visible
parathyroid glands are darker than the tissue of the thyroid gland. They
can be found under the long neck muscle. Big adenomas (over 20mm)
are usually accompanied with elevated serum calcitonin levels and PTH.
Differential diagnosis usually includes excluding enlarged lymph nodes,
which can be identified by having an echogenous center (hilus).
33
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Left a parathyroid adenoma scanned in transversal approach. Right the same
adenoma scanned longitudinally, note the absence of the lymph nodes hilus
which is a way to differentiate the parathyroid gland from a lymph node.

Salivary glands
The salivary glands are presented as hyperehogenous structures under
and behind the mandible. The focus of the examination is to assess the
size of the glands which can be reduced in certain relatively frequent
conditions such as Sjogren's syndrome or post-irradiation status.
Vascular activity within the large salivary glands is almost undetectable.
The most frequent pathological findings apart from the reduced findings
of the glands are: salivary stones, cysts, tumors and large lymph nodes
within the tissue of the salivary glands. Relatively frequent pathology of
the salivary glands includes cysts and other changes of Stenon‟s canal
which can be identified with linear probe scanning of the cheek of the
patient. The standard examination of the salivary glands includes
assessment of submandibular glands and parotid glands. Small glands
such as buccal and sublingual glands are not included in the curriculum
of family medicine specialists. The most common size of submandibular
and parotid glands is up to 2cm. The following images represent the
normal anatomy of the salivary glands as well as examples of the most
common pathology found.
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Normal anatomy of submandibular salivary gland

Normal anatomy of parotid salivary gland

A solitary cyst in the submandibular salivary gland
35
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A stone in the submandibular salivary gland

Cancer in the submandibular salivary gland
Neck lymphadenopathy
Lymph node evaluation encompasses the measurement of the
node dimension, evaluation of the length to width ratio as well as a
visual and Doppler examination of the lymph node (hilus). Normal lymph
nodes are hipoehogenous (“dark”), mostly their size is under 10mm
(although it is tolerated to be up to 20mm), with the width to length ratio
being 2:1 with uniform vascularization of hilus. Lymph nodes that are
enlarged due to malignant processes are of oval shape, mostly
extremely hypoechogenic, almost anechogenic with abnormal
vascularization, frequently invisible hilus and sometimes with
calcifications and cystic components.
When describing lymphadenopathy in the neck, there are several
different methods of orientation that can be used. The simplest method
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is using the sternocleidomastoid muscle as a reference and the jugular
vein (dividing the lymph nodes into the antejugular and retrojugular
lymph nodes), with the additional two groups, mainly the submandibular
and suboccipital lymph nodes.

A lymph node with the correct length to height ratio and a hilus that can be
visualized easily.

Medial and lateral cysts of the neck
These cysts are mostly remnants of embryonic structures which
are in most people absent at the time of birth, but in 5 to 7% of the
population, these structures are still present. One of such structures is a
thyroglossal duct which sometimes can be filled with fluid and presented
as a cyst above the larynx which moves together with other tissues in
the act of swallowing. These cysts are normally 1 to 2 cm large, they can
be inflamed and usually they require surgical removal because they can
sometimes undergo malignant alterations.
The lateral cysts of the neck are mostly created in the same way
as medial neck cysts. They are much rarer than medial cysts of the
neck.
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Medial neck cysts
Ultrasound of soft tissues of the neck
Most of the neck changes related to soft tissues are also seen on
other parts of the body and these mostly include cutaneous and
subcutaneous changes such as lipomas, hematomas, muscle ruptures
etc. More on these subjects will be presented in the chapter about
musculo-skeletal ultrasound.

Rupture of sternocleidomastoid muscle
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DOPPLER EXAMINATION OF
NECK BLOOD VESSELS
Ultrasound machines with a Doppler mode give us the perfect
opportunity to examine the blood vessels of the neck for gross
pathology. The common carotid arteries and the internal and external
carotid arteries as well as the vertebral arteries can all be easily
visualized. The examination is performed with a linear probe and the
machine has to have Doppler mode. The common carotid artery is just
lateral of the thyroid gland and can easily be distinguished from the
jugular vein due to its shape and the fact that even without Doppler
mode pulsations can be easily observed. From the common carotid
artery (CCA) two branches are derived: the internal carotid artery (ICA)
and the external carotid artery (ECA). The widening before the
branching is called the carotid bulb and it should always be carefully
observed. Since most stenosis of the carotid arteries occur in the carotid
bulb differentiating the internal carotid artery from the external carotid
artery is of great importance in order to establish whether the occlusion
is present in the ICA or ECA and thus make the correct correlation
between diagnostic and clinical findings. The reason for this is that the
role of ICA is to provide blood for the internal cranial structures, mainly
the brain and the ECA is providing blood for the facial structures etc.
Therefore in pathology of the most common cerebrovascular event,
which is brain stroke the importance of ICA is of much greater
significance than ECA. It is also important to keep in mind that all of
these branches including left and right ICA and left and right vertebral
arteries create a hexagonal structure, the circle of Willis which enables
all parts of the brain to be supplied with blood from all of these branches.
In other words, even though one artery is predominantly in charge of
supplying a certain part of the brain, another artery can replace this
artery in case of occlusion or severe stenosis. Because of the greater
importance of ICA compared to ECA in cerebrovascular pathology it is
also very important to make a difference between these two arteries
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while performing a Doppler ultrasound. The differentiation can be made
based upon the following criteria:
● The ICA is located posterior and lateral then ECA.
● The ICA has no branches in the neck, while the ECA has
branching.
● When measuring velocity phases, the ICA has a lesser gap
velocity difference between the systolic and diastolic velocity
than the ECA, where the difference between systolic and
diastolic velocity is more significant.
● During Doppler scanning of the ICA and ECA, we can palpate
the temporal artery on the ipsilateral side and this will create a
serrated-like artefact in the ECA.
After identifying the ICE and ECA, we can start our usual POCUS
protocol when assessing the carotid arteries, which is:
1. measure the intima media;
2. examine the whole CCA, ICE and ECA, identify plaques,
examine them and measure the stenosis;
3. measure the flow speed via pulsed wave echosonography.

Standard anatomy after the bifurcation of the CCA on the left side of the
neck
To remember how to differentiate ICA and ECA use the following
mnemonic phrase: Internal is external to external.
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Measuring the intima media
The intima media complex (ICA) is the inner lining of the CCA, it
can be measured in greyscale mode with the probe in the longitudinal
scan position. It is preferable for the carotid artery to be horizontally
presented on screen when we look at the image, we can see the lumen
of the carotid artery and then two bright lines, the first line is where the
intima meets the blood, and the second is where the media meets the
adventitia, we measure the distance between these two lines. The
measurement should be made perpendicularly to the axis of CCA
making sure that we are not measuring at a diagonal and also should
measure the intima media in the region where there are no focal lesions
and at least 2cm below the bulb. Many contemporary ultrasound
machines have an automated intima media measuring option, which
makes the process a lot easier. The average range of intima media
thickness is from 0,7cm to 0,9cm. The thickness of the intima media is
one of the factors that we use to evaluate risk factors for vascular
disease.

Differentiation of intima, media and adventitia. After the intima and
media are identified, measuring the intima media complex becomes a
simple B distance measure.
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Plaque types and description
When it comes to plaques, they are usually first seen while scanning the
carotid arteries in transversal mode, but the best visualization is usually
in the longitudinal scan, where the plaque can be easily visualized and
entirely described. The first thing to note is the location of the plaque,
the most common place to find plaques is in the bulb of the CCA and
this plaque usually continues to some degree in the ICA. When
describing the plaque, we can roughly describe it as in the lower part of
the CCA, in the bulb of the carotid artery, in the ICA or in the ECA, a
combination of these is also possible. The following is to describe the
echogenicity of the plaque, which can be isoehogenous, hyper or hypo
echogenic and heteroechogenic. Describing the echogenicity is
important since it gives insight into the possible structure of the plaque
and thus is important when later evaluating possible treatment options. It
is noted that echolucent plaques have a greater chance to detach and to
cause a stroke. An easy way to evaluate the echogenic characteristics
of the plaque is to compare it to the adventitia. If the echogenic tone is
the same as the adventitia then the plaque may be considered as
hyperechogenic and thus have a low chance of detaching and causing
stroke. There are a number of echo sonographers who are mostly using
the terms fibrous vs calcified plaque, where the first marks potentially
unstable plaque, while the second one is a plaque firmly attached to the
wall of the CCA.
After describing the colour of the plaque we measure its
thickness and length and then we evaluate the surface of the plaque.
The plaque surface can be smooth, irregular or ulcerated. The least
critical of the three is the smooth surface as it has the least chance of
detaching and becoming a thrombus, while the most risky is the
ulcerated surface which either is about to form a thrombus or has
already lost a part of the plaque and the thrombus has moved upstream.
Ulcerations are difficult to detect by ultrasound and as such can only be
visualized in a longitudinal scan, where a depression larger than 2mm is
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considered an ulceration, and as such should be sent for further
diagnostics.

Examples of a slight calcified plaque (left side of the image) and a
significant calcified plaque which is causing stenosis (right side of the
image)

When unsure about the degree of stenosis, color mode of the Doppler
ultrasound becomes invaluable.
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All plaques should be evaluated in longitudinal and transversal scan.

Measuring stenosis and evaluating flow speed
When scanning blood vessels for stenosis, Doppler scan mode is
of great value. Each carotid should be scanned in the transversal mode
from the base of the neck to the jawline with the Doppler mode engaged.
This way, even stenosis steaming from a hypoechogenic plaque can be
detected. Most stenosis are located right before the bifurcation and in
the bulb of the CCA, with the plaque usually continuing into the ICA.
Most of the plaques are positioned on the posterior wall of the bulb.
When a plaque is discovered, it should be observed in greyscale
mode and evaluated as was previously described. After this, in the
transversal scan, the level of stenosis should be measured. There are
two ways to do this, the quick one is to use the area tool and first
measure the area of the blood vessel, and after that measure the area
where the blood flow is visible (approximately). These two area values
are then divided: blood flow surface by total surface. The value gained is
the percentage of stenosis. Another, more precise way is to slowly use a
caliper and mark precisely the plaque area and the total area of the
blood vessel and using the same formula get the approximate stenosis
value. There is a third way of measuring the level of stenosis based on
maximum velocities of blood inside the stenosis.
Flow speed evaluation is best performed in a longitudinal scan of
the CCA, and the flow should be toward the probe (represented by the
colour red on all standard ultrasound machines). The pitch angle of the
measuring caliper should be set to 60° degrees and it should be set to
the brightest point found, if plaque is found the speed should also be
measured at the plaque.
It is estimated that when a stenosis reaches a critical level of
70% blood flow velocity inside it reaches approximately 220 cm/s.
Stenosis close to 90% have blood flow velocities of approximately
300cm/s. There are also some physicians who rely on the ICA / CCA
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ratio (index) of blood flow velocities. We find that this method in some
cases can be deceptive and thus it shall not be further discussed here.
On many occasions it has been noted that there is a difference
between the stenosis value gained via CT scan and via ultrasound.
Thus, ultrasound examinations in this case have value as an
approximation of the stenosis. Every stenosis of 70% or more should be
sent for additional diagnostics and to a vascular surgeon for further
treatment.
Most ultrasound machines have an automatic (auto-trace option)
which based on the graph immediately calculates the maximum speed
(Vmax, systolic speed), minimum speed (Vmin, diastolic speed) and
resistive index (resistance index, RI). If such auto-trace option is not
available, one can use a simple equation to calculate the RI:

Vmax and RI are the most important factors when evaluating
atherosclerosis, a Vmax of over 150cm/sec and/or an RI larger than
0,80 is considered their flexibility.
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An example of area measuring of the plaque as well as of measuring the
flow speed using pulse wave mode, note that the caliper is placed on the
point of maximum stenosis when evaluating flow speed.
Additional findings
Apart from observing the flow velocity, intima media complex and
plaques/stenosis it is also important to notice that CCA and it‟s branches
can sometimes have an elongated, tortuous (twisted) shape, external
compression, atypical branching and very rarely arterial-venous
congenital malformations. All of these states should be noted in the final
report.
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Evaluating vertebral arteries
While performing a Doppler examination of the carotid arteries, the
physician has an excellent opportunity to visualize and evaluate both of
the vertebral arteries. The easiest way is to scan the CCA in the
longitudinal axis and then tilt the probe outward. The vertebral artery
should appear in view. Visualization can sometimes be difficult, so using
the colour Doppler mode is highly recommended. The vertebral arteries
scanned in colour Doppler mode always look like they are “interrupted”
due to them passing through the vertebra, thus being hidden by bone
tissue. The most important things to look for are kinking and coiling of
the vertebral arteries, as well as an inverted flow (backward flow), which
could indicate pathology. Inverted flow is discovered by first scanning
the CCA and noting the direction of the flow (red or blue) and then
scanning the vertebral artery which should have the same direction of
the flow (same colour). Also, finding a weak or not finding any colour
Doppler signal over the vertebral arteries is a sign that there is
insufficient flow through the vertebral arteries.

Color Doppler scan of normal vertebral arteries.
A quick way to evaluate the flow and the direction of the flow
within the vertebral artery is to have both CCA and vertebral artery in
transverse scan.
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BREAST ULTRASOUND
After heart, abdomen and neck ultrasound, breast ultrasound is
probably the most common ultrasound examination that a POCUS
practitioner performs. Usually there is a need stemming from a clinical
finding of a lump in the breast or in the axilla, a pain in the breast,
appearance of discharge from the mammilla in non breastfeeding
women or as a follow up examination.
The main indications for breast ultrasound in a primary care
setting are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The presence of a lump found by a patient or physician.
Secretion from the breasts.
Presence of pain in the breasts.
Visible, newly discovered asymmetry of the breasts
Clearly visible changes of the nipples.
Enlarged axillary lymph nodes.
Previous pathological findings verified by ultrasound
mammography.

or

Apart from these indications, breast ultrasound can also be used as a
screening method because of its proven high sensitivity and sensibility
which are practically equal to mammography.
The examination is performed with the patient in the
supine position with their hands under their head (arms above the head)
and with a linear probe. There are many techniques for breast scanning,
but for practical reasons, we will describe the one we use on a day to
day basis. Each breast is divided into four quadrants, two upper
quadrants above the mammilla and two lower quadrants under it. Each
quadrant is scanned while holding the probe in a transversal position
starting from the upper lateral quadrant (since glandular tissue and
pathology is statistically most present in this quadrant), and the
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proceeding to the upper medial quadrant and the then the lower lateral
and lower medial quadrant. In all of these quadrants the normal finding
is fatty tissue (connective tissue) and glandular tissue that resembles a
sponge (often referred to as parenchim). Usually glandular tissue is
slightly hyperechogenous when compared to the connective tissue of
the breast. It is important to realize that the amount of glandular tissue is
usually directly related to breastfeeding as well as the age of the patient,
so taking a detailed anamnesis before the ultrasound examination is
very important. Sometimes, thin hyperechogenous bands can be seen
stretching through the breast tissue, these bands are Couper ligaments,
a normal finding in the breast.
After scanning the breast tissue in four quadrants, the next
phase is scanning directly over the mammilla, which should be
visualized at the top of the screen, under which lactiferous ducts can be
seen. it is important to note that criteria for duct ectasia is a duct that is
3mm or more in diameter. Lactiferous ducts are usually better developed
in women who have been breastfeeding. In case of duct ectasia it is very
important to try and visualize the duct to make sure that there is nothing
growing in the duct (possible ductal carcinoma). This is especially
important if the patient has symptoms such as discharge from the
mammilla, pain right under the mammilla and changes to the way the
mammilla looks. Any finding of a polyp in an enlarged duct is an
indication for a need of further diagnostics.

An image showing normal breast tissue
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After scanning under the mammilla, both of the axillae are
scanned. The point of reference is finding the brachial artery (using the
Doppler mode if needed) and then checking for enlarged lymph nodes
while following the artery downstream and upstream. The usual rules for
pathological findings are used, any lymph that is round, hypoechogenic
and large (above 20mm) should be noted and further diagnostic
procedures ordered. Lymph nodes that are ovoid, hyperechogenic and
with a hilus that can be visualized are considered benign but should be
included in the final report. Sometimes, solitary lymph nodes may be
found in the breast tissue, and they may seem like a fibroadenoma, thus
causing confusion. It is important in these cases to try and identify the
hilus of the lymph node and if this is not possible then further diagnostic
imaging is required.

Image showing ductal ectasia, measurement should be made both in
longitudinal and transversal scan of the ductus in question
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Intraductal papilloma within an enlarged duct

Most common benign findings
The three most common findings in breast ultrasound are
fibrodysplasia, fibroadenoma and various cysts.
Fibrodysplasia is usually found in women in menopause, it‟s
usually located in the upper outer quadrant of the breast. The usual
echo finding are thick hyperechogenous bands that may sometimes be
very thick. These fibrous bands can sometimes „trap‟ fatty tissue or
glandular tissue encasing it completely. Such a finding may look like a
fibroadenoma, but when the viewpoint is changed (from transversal to
longitudinal and vice versa) the image gained is usually that of glandular
or fatty tissue being pinched by two fibrous bands. Fibrodysplasia of the
breast can be a slightly painful condition and the usual anamnestic data
is not that of a lump, but of breast pain in a certain region which may
become worse at the time of menstruation. Fibrodysplasia is also found
in younger women who participate in contact sports or who are involved
in daily physical labor.
Breast cysts are the second most common type of finding in
breast echosonography. As with all cysts, they are anechogenic, round
or oval with posterior enhancement of signal. They can be located
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anywhere within the breast tissue, but it is important to note that upon
finding something that fits a description of a cyst, we have to scan it in
longitudinal and transversal scans in order to visualize the surrounding
of the cyst and make sure that the cyst is not a part of a larger mass as
well as to verify that it is a true cyst and not a duct ectasia. Every cyst
should be described in detail with its location and size. Sometimes there
are multiple cysts in the breast tissue which are either forming a
complex cyst (cyst cluster) or are spread out in the breast tissue. All
breast cysts should undergo an ultrasound checkup and in case the cyst
is large, complex or has a mass next to it, further diagnostic imaging is
required as well as an examination by a surgeon. Some cysts may be
filled with blood and as such may seem like fibroadenoma, in these
cases the final diagnosis is set by biopsy.

Image showing simple breast cyst
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Image showing multiple breast cysts
Fibroadenoma found during breast ultrasound are oval or round,
hyper or hypoechogenic, homogenous mass, with clearly defined
borders and with no irregular shapes protruding from it. Fibroadenoma
are usually positioned longitudinally to the breast tissue. If Doppler
imaging is available, it will show no enhanced blood flow in or around
the mass which can be an additional diagnostic procedure to confirm the
possible diagnosis. All fibroadenoma should undergo follow up
ultrasound examinations and larger ones should undergo additional
diagnostic imaging such as an MRI and mammography. Fast growth, of
over 20mm per year is a finding that should prompt an immediate
consultation by a surgeon and further diagnostics.

Image showing a typical fibroadenoma
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Masses that are suspect of malignancy
Breast ultrasound is usually the primary diagnostic tool in
evaluating a mass in the breast that is newly discovered. All malignant
masses vary in their appearance, to the point that no typical aesthetic
can be defined, only characteristics that are typical. There are
ultrasound characteristics that can point to malignancy, and the
physician should always take care when they find them. These
characteristics are: irregular shape, unclear borders, irregular borders,
hyper and hypo echogenous zones within the mass, calcifications,
thickening of adjacent Couper‟s ligament and distortion of the
architecture of surrounding breast tissue and an echogenic halo around
the suspect mass. Doppler mode is very useful in suspect cases, if
cancer cells are present, blood flow is usually very enhanced within the
mass and around the mass. Evolution through time is also very
important to note. All suspicious masses should undergo a
mammography, MRI and an examination by a surgeon to make a
decision should a biopsy be performed.

A highly suspect mass which clearly shows an echogenic halo, irregular
and unclear border and an irregular shape
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BI-RADS classification and final report
Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) is a
system of classifying changes in the breast. It was at first designed for
mammography but was later adopted by physicians performing
ultrasound diagnostics and MRI diagnostics. There are 6 basic levels of
classifications that is used and each breast gets its own BI-RADS score:
0 – Incomplete exam, it‟s used when the examination is incomplete or if
the image gained is in some technical way faulty.
1 – Negative for pathology, used for normal breasts with no changes
(benign and malignant).
2 – Clearly benign change, used for changes in the breast with clearly
benign characteristics which have such characteristics that they do no‟t
even hint at possible malignancy.
3 – Probably benign, changes which are in all probability benign, but
should undergo a follow up or further imaging.
4 – Suspect lesion, used for changes that have such characteristics that
they should undergo further diagnostics right away as well as be
examined by a specialist.
5 – Changes highly suspect of malignancy.
6 – Changes that have been confirmed as malignant by biopsy.

Every breast ultrasound report should contain the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Description of breast tissue and possible presence of glandular
tissue as well as the location of the glandular tissue.
Description of ducts under the mammilla.
Description of possible masses and cysts with their
characteristics and location.
Description of lymph nodes in the axilla.
BI-RADS evaluation of each breast.
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HEART ULTRASOUND
Heart ultrasound is not a diagnostic procedure usually performed
by general practitioners – family medicine specialists, nor indeed other
physicians apart from cardiologists and cardiac surgeons. Although the
European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) strongly
supported the idea that physicians of other specialists start performing
heart echosonography in 2014. This idea has not been widely
implemented even today.
Same as in other fields of POCUS, the ultrasound performed by
a family medicine specialist is focused primarily on gross pathology,
which in case of the heart would be:
1. Contractility of the left ventricle (LV) which is represented by the
ejection fraction (EF), which is an indicator of cardiomyopathy,
cardiac insufficiency etc.
2. Segmental contractility of the LV, kinetics of the LV, relaxation
during diastole, which are the indicators of possible ischemia or
coronary disease.
3. Significant pathology of heart valves, which can be evaluated by
simple application of color Doppler or precisely measured by
using the continuous wave Doppler.
4. Pericardial effusion and tamponade.
5. Pulmonary embolism with specific signs such as D shape of LV,
McConnell sign and enlargement of right ventricle.
The probe of choice for heart ultrasound would be a sector probe
and if possible, accompanied with software for heart measurement. Our
curriculum is promoting the following procedure for heart examination:
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Apical four chamber view

The picture above is showing the apical four chamber view, acquired
by placing the probe under the mammilla, above the apex of the heart
(ictus), with the patient in a supine position. This cross section is
showing two atria and two ventricles of the heart as well as the so-called
crux cordis, the cross shaped formation in the middle of the image,
which consists of ventricular interatrial and interventricular septum and
horizontal tricuspid and mitral valve. In this position the POCUS
diagnostician is observing the following changes and making the
following measurements:
1. Pericardial effusion - please note that there is always a small
amount of liquid that is about 1 to 2mm thick, a significant
effusion would be a separation of the ventricular wall and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

pericardium larger then 3 to 4mm. Also, there is always a small
separation between right atrium and pericardium, due to fat
tissue which is placed in between. Pericardial effusion is often
better spotted in the subcostal view, see next chapter for further
information.
Comparison between the right and left ventricle size, and the
position of the apex of the heart which should belong to the left
ventricle. Detailed measurement of the chambers will be
performed in the PLAX position.
MAPSE and TAPSE measurement: MAPSE stand for mitral
annular plane systolic excursion and TAPSE stands for tricuspid
annular plane systolic excursion. MAPSE is measured using the
M-mode and placing the cursor at the base of the
posterior/lateral mitral cuspis. The mitral annulus should move
back and forth during systole for at least 11mm or more. MAPSE
under 11mm indicates a decreased systolic function of the left
ventricle. Similar measurement is done with the tricuspid valve,
and the value of TAPSE under 16mm indicates decreased
systolic function of the right ventricle.
Using color Doppler, four chamber view can be useful for
detecting mitral and tricuspid stenosis and insufficiency as well
as calcifications or deformities. However, definite conclusions
about the state of valves should be made after observing them in
another position. (The checking for presence for pathology in
different positions is called “searching through different acoustic
windows”).
In pediatric medicine, this position can sometimes be used to
identify septal defects in between atria and in between ventricles.
This is detected using the Doppler mode, but such pathology is
rare in adults.
This position can be useful for spotting intracardial masses, such
as mural thrombus, mixoma etc.
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Measuring MAPSE.

Mitral valve insufficiency.

Thrombus in the left ventricle: it is important to differentiate a thrombus from
a papillary muscle. Using the strategy of searching through different windows
we can eliminate the possible error. When in doubt, also scan from PSAX.
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Subcostal view

The picture above is showing the subcostal view in which we can
see all four heart chambers with the right ventricle and right atrium being
the closest and then the left ventricle and atrium being more distant. To
obtain this view, the patient is in a supine position and the probe is
placed under the xiphoid, the probe should be held in an overhand grip.
This view is used in our POCUS curriculum for the following examination
and measurement (performed both in B and M mode):
1.
2.

Pericardial effusion – spotting and measurement.
Tricuspid valve regurgitation and measurement of RVSP (right
ventricular systolic pressure). The RVSP is calculated using the
following formula:
, in which
is
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calculated using maximum velocity of tricuspid regurgitation
obtained with continuous Doppler, using the Bernoulli equation:

The pressure in the right ventricle is calculated based on the
narrowing of the IVC (inferior vena cava).
Example:
Using CW (continuous wave Doppler) we place the caliper above
the tricuspid valve, we obtain the speed of the reverse flow of 2m/s,
the pressure in the right ventricle is them
which is
16mmHg, to this value we add the value of right atrial pressure
which depends on variations of IVC. This pressure is highest when
there is no movement of IVC and roughly correlates to the pressure
of 20mmHg. When IVC is narrowing for approximately less than
50% but it is larger than 17mm, the RA pressure is approximately
15mmHg. Normally IVC is narrowing more than 50% and at that
point it‟s diameter is under 17mm, this correlates to normal RA
pressure of 5mmHg. In conclusion: RVSP can be measured only
when there is a tricuspid regurgitation (which is observed in more
than 50% of patients) with normal regurgitation speed (Vmax) and a
normal narrowing of IVC during patient‟s respirations, we can
expect RVSP to be from 20 to 30mmHg. This value is important in
patients who have pulmonary hypertension and stenosis of the
pulmonary valve or pulmonary artery, chronic lung disease etc.
3.

Evaluation of IVC – IVC should normally collapse for at least 50%
during inhaling and at that point the diameter should be at less than
17mm. Alongside IVC we also observe the diameter of hepatic
veins, which should not exceed 10 to 12mm. The measuring of the
IVC should be made at least 2cm from the point where the IVC
enters the RA.
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IVC in subcostal view.

Pericardial effusion.
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RVSP measurement
Evaluating valve regurgitation
When evaluating valve regurgitation, we can observe the
regurgitation cone via color Doppler. Based on the width of the cone
compared with the area of the atria we can differentiate the regurgitation
into 4 levels:
●
●
●
●

Regurgitation 1+ is a small, narrow backflow of the blood thinner
than 1/4 of the diameter of the atria.
Regurgitation 2+ is a small backflow between 1/4 and 1/3 of the
atrial diameter.
Regurgitation 3+ is a significant backflow near to 1/2 of the atrial
diameter.
Regurgitation 4+ is a significant backflow that covers more than 1/2
of the atrial diameter.
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Parasternal long axis view (PLAX)

PLAX view is acquired with the patient in the left supine position
and the probe is inverted, placed next to the sternum and pointed to the
right shoulder of the patient. If a correct image cannot be obtained due
to obesity, deformity of ribs etc. the physician should move the probe
one intercostal space above. As seen on the image above, the main
structures presented in this view are the mitral valve in the center of the
image, septal wall (which should be as horizontal as possible), left
ventricle posterior wall, root of aorta with the leaflets of the aortic valve
and right ventricle outflow tract (RVOT). Standard measurements in this
position are made in combined B and M mode, they include the
following:
1. RVOT should be less than 35mm.
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2. Root of aorta should be less than 35mm. Note: some reports are
separating the root of the aorta and the aortic bulb.
3. Aortic valve separation which should be at least 15mm.
4. Left atrium diameter which should be under 40mm.

Measurements in M mode pertaining to the RVOT, root of aorta, aortic leaflets
and left atrium. Note that the M mode line should be positioned on the aortic
leaflets in order to obtain valid information.
After we are done with measuring these structures, we move the
M mode line at the level of the tip of the anterior mitral leaflet, so that it is
perpendicular to the septal wall and the posterior wall of the left
ventricle. In this act we measure the following:
1. Septal wall thickness, which should be less then 11mm during
diastole.
2. Posterior LV wall thickness which should also be less then 11mm
during diastole.
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3. End diastolic distance, which should be under 55mm.
4. End systolic distance, which should be under 40mm.
5. Calculation of ejection fraction (EF), which can be done
according to several methods, the simplest one is according to
the fractional shortening (FS):
approximately:

, and then EF is

.

Another more precise method is to calculate stroke volume (SV).
It is the difference between end diastolic volume (EDV) and end
stroke volume (ESV). ESV correlates to ESD: ESV=ESD3. In the
same manner EDV correlates to EDD: EDV=EDD3. Ergo
SV=EDD3-ESD3, and then:

.

Calculation of EF is mostly done automatically after we provide
the EDD and ESD. Normal EF is 65±10%. Evaluation of left
ventricular global systolic function is dependent on the portion
where we place the M mode line. This should be taken into
consideration, because in the case of patient‟s who had a
myocardial infarction, a section of the left ventricle that was
damaged will tend to move less and placing the M mode line on
this part of the left ventricle can give us a much lesser value of
the EF than it actually is. Some of the predecessors of POCUS
such as FATE did not include precise measurement of EF, but
just a rough estimate (eyeballing) of left ventricle systolic function
which was described as „normal, moderately reduced and
severely reduced‟. This eyeballing method can be used only
using several windows (PLAX, PSAX and subcostal view).
6.

Apart from the before mentioned measurements PLAX is also
used to evaluate the diastolic function of the left ventricle. As it is
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well known, the blood inflow from the left atrium to the left
ventricle is mostly passive and requires no contraction from the
left atria. Due to this fact, even patients with atrial fibrillation have
almost a normal filling of the left ventricle. This so called „early
inflow‟ is seen on the M mode when the M line is placed on the
front mitral leaflet as a dominant, higher, amplitude (E peek). The
active phase of blood inflow from left atrium to left ventricle which
happens thanks to the atrial contraction sometimes called atrial
kick and it is visible in the M mode of mitral valve as a smaller
velocity peek (the A peek). The normal finding is that the E peek
is higher than the A peek, this indicates normal diastolic function
of the left ventricle. If the left ventricle has thicker walls or does
not relax appropriately, early filling will be disturbed and we will
have an inverted E/A ratio (this can be seen on the image at the
end of this section).
7. Aside from measuring the E/A ratio, the front leaflet of the mitral
valve can also indicate the strength of the left ventricle. With
every systole of the atrium the anterior cusp is approaching the
septal wall of the left ventricle the smaller the gap between the
cusp and the septum the higher the strength of the left ventricle
contraction. This is called the MSS (mitral septal separation) or
EPSS (E point septal separation). A combination of MAPSE
measurement, MSS measurement and plain eyeballing of the left
ventricle is frequently sufficient to estimate the global systolic
function of the left ventricle, even without measuring EF. This
relation can be described by the following formula:
.
8. PLAX view is of particular importance for evaluating two of the
most frequent valve diseases: mitral insufficiency and aortic
stenosis (SOAS, AoS – stenosis ostii aortis superior). These two
conditions are frequently combined within the elderly addressed
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as vitium aorticum mitrale. Evaluation of mitral regurgitation is
done as it is previously explained. Evaluation of aortic stenosis is
done by the same Bernuli‟s equation as explained above
pertaining to RVSP. Measurement of transvalvular speed is
giving us the pressure gradient above and underneath the valve
which should be less than 50mmHg.
9. A special condition where there is no visible mitral regurgitation
but the movement of the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve is
abnormal is called a mitral valve prolapse. This condition is
better visualized while using a slow motion replay of the mitral
valve and it includes bullbing of the mitral valve before it‟s
opening, sometimes described as an umbrella, after which the
mitral valve opens normally but the front leaflet is partially falling
inside the gap, with or without regurgitation.

Measurement in PLAX mode.
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Parasternal short axis view

Parasternal short axis view (PSAX) is acquired with the patient in
the same position as in PLAX by simply rotating the probe and directing
it to the left shoulder. Depending on the angle of the probe there are 3
major images acquired in this acoustic window:
1.

The first image is the section of the heart at the level of the aortic
valve where we can see the inverted Mercedes sign, coming from
the three leaflets of the aortic valve. The structures of the heart are
organized around the valve and they are: right atrium, tricuspid
valve, right ventricle, pulmonary valve and left atrium. In some rare
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cases we can see that the aortic valve is actually bicuspid aortic
valve (bivelar aortic valve). The most frequent use of this view is to
once again check the tricuspid transvalvular flow. Also in this view
we can check the pulmonary valve. Unexperienced physicians
should be cautious because the pulmonary valve often produces a
turbulent flow, which is not a result of regurgitation, but of the angle
at which the probe is positioned to the pulmonary valve.
2.

With minor tilting of the probe and making a section closer to the
apex we get an image of the left ventricle and mitral valve. This
image resembles a carp's mouth.

3.

Further tilting which scans the left ventricle is providing a view of the
papillary muscles (a posteromedial one and anterolateral one) and
this image is of crucial importance for evaluation of contractility and
synchronicity of left ventricle walls. A short and simplified
interpretation would be: an ischemic wall will either not contract at
all or will have contractions slower and unsynchronized with the rest
of the walls. We can also observe the texture of the tissue of the left
ventricle which may be changed (granulated, bright,
hiperehogenous) after myocarditis or other inflammatory diseases
as well as myocardial infarction. Also endoventricular masses:
thrombs, mixomas etc. can be reevaluated in this position.

4.

A special condition which significantly changes the look of the left
ventricle in PSAX position is pulmonary embolism. Due to the
dilatation of the right ventricle pulmonary embolism is seen as a D –
shaped, compressed left ventricle, with a hypokinetic septum
(McConnell sign). Same as in the previous examples, when
suspecting that pulmonary embolism is present, one should review
other acoustic windows (in FCW right ventricle will be dilated and
the apex will be a part of the right chamber, in the subcostal view,
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5.

6.

we will also see dilatation of the right ventricle and in PLAX the
RVOT will be larger than usual).
In PSAX we can sometimes visualize slow diastole and slow
relaxation of the left ventricle which can confirm previous findings in
PLAX (inverted E/A ratio).
In PSAX a pericardial effusion can easily be visualized around the
left ventricle.

Special note about POCUS heart ultrasound:
We would like to emphasize that it is of extreme importance to take into
consideration the patient‟s overall condition, ECG and symptoms when
examining the heart with the POCUS method outlined here.
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ABDOMINAL ULTRASOUND
We begin the examination by placing the probe in the right
subcostal space on the medioclacival line at a slight angle. In the image
below we can see what structures can be seen by starting the
examination in this way.

L - liver, RHV, MHV, LHV – Right, median and left hepatic vein .
The white arc at the bottom of the liver is the diaphragm.
The examination of the liver is performed to provide the following
information:
1. What is the composition of the liver tissue?
It could be hyperechogenic, of normal echogenic structure, of granulated
composition, homogeneous or non-homogeneous, are there any focal
changes? (what is the size of the focal changes? What is their location?
Do they have a cystic component? and if yes, what is in its cavity?).
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2. Liver size.
Usually we measure the liver's diameter in the anterior-posterior axis,
from the anterior wall to the diaphragm at the bottom, and this diameter
should not exceed 160mm.
3. Liver blood vessels.
Port vein, hepatic veins and arteries, possible dilatations of the port
system can big blood vessels be clearly visualized.
4. State of the intrahepatic bile ducts and the ductus choledochus.
While evaluating the bile duct system we also examine the gallbladder.
The liver is considered of normal echostructure in adults when it
is lighter than the kidneys and darker than the pancreas (or of the same
shade as the pancreas), and if we can clearly visualize blood vessels of
small and medium calibre. The echogenicity also largely depends on the
preset of the ultrasound machine, so care should be taken before
proclaiming that the liver is hyperechogenic of normal echogenicity.
a)

Hyperechogenic liver

A steatosis liver in which we cannot visualize small blood vessels, it has
a look of dull glass, there is no clear contrast between the diaphragm
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and the liver, there is no clear border between the right and the left lobe
of the liver and the teres major ligament cannot be clearly distinguished.
A steatosis liver is usually accompanied with an enlargement of
the antero-posterior diameter (AP diameter) which is then over 160mm,
which is then considered. The most common etiology of the changed
echo structure of the liver are: chronic alcoholic hepatitis, obesity with a
disturbance of lipid status and other toxic and infective lesions of the
liver.
b) Liver of hyperechogenic structure and hyperechogenic walls of
blood vessels, liver with non-homogenous tissue structure,
liver with micronodular or fibrose changes and uneven
contours.
Chronic liver diseases (cirrhosis) can be identified by increased
echogenicity of the walls of the blood vessels, increased granulation of
the liver tissue and sometimes with uneven borders of the liver. It is of
note that ultrasound changes in chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis are nonspecific in the beginning. Even in the advanced stages, when lab factors
are clinical findings point to liver insufficiency, serious fibrose, nodular
and cystic changes may not be found during ultrasound examination. It‟s
much more common to verify ascites and hypertension of the port vein
(dilatation of the v. portae over 15mm).
Liver size
It was already established that liver size is determined by
measuring its antero-posterior diameter in the medial-clavicle line during
calm breathing. In this standard measurement hepatomegaly is a size
over 160mm. However this is not the only way to measure the liver. The
liver can also be measured during deep inhalation, but then it is
measured in a longitudinal section when the cranio-caudal diameter
should be no larger the 130mm.
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The third method of measurement is measuring the left lobe
which in a transversal measurement should not go over 70mm (AP
diameter) and the measurement is not valid if there is contact with the
spleen.
The fourth and probably the most precise method is to examine
Riedle‟s lobe in relation to the right kidney. If Riedle‟s lobe is “growing”
over the right kidney, then this is a clear sign of hepatomegaly.

The right lobe that is “growing over” the lover part of the right kidney

Focal changes in liver tissue
Unlike diffuse changes in the liver tissue, focal changes can have
many different causes. These can be: liver trauma, primary and
secondary metastatic lesions, congenital and acquired cysts, abscesses
and other pathological changes. The physician performing the
ultrasound should make an effort to describe the focal lesion in detail
(echogenicity, dimensions, borders when compared to surrounding
tissue, place in the liver – left or right lobe, subcapsular or deep in the
tissue or by describing the location according to Couinaud‟s topography
of the liver).
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1) Hyperechogenous formations
Usually solitary, well differentiated solitary hyperechogenous oval
changes ranging from a few millimeters to a few centimeters and
positioned either right below the capsule or deeper in the tissue are
hemangiomas.

In this image, one can see a hemangioma, which are usually congenital.
Another, not so common hyperechogenous formation that can be
found is a fresh rupture of the liver tissue, the difference being that the
formation is usually in the shape of hyperechogenous lines:
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2) Hipoehogenous formations
The most common hypoechogenous solitary or multifocal
changes are secondary deposits – metastasis.

In this image we can see the liver tissue filled with metastasis.
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The second most frequent hypoechogenous formation in the liver is a
hematoma:

It is created after trauma and does not have to be accompanied by a
rupture. The way to differentiate them from metastasis is that
hematomas have very uneven borders when compared to metastasis. A
similar finding is found when there is a liver abscess present.
A special problem in ultrasound evaluation of focal changes is
hepatocellular carcinoma, which can be isoehogenous, hiperehogenous
and hipoehogenous, and can also vary in the sense of dissemination (it
can be both isolated and multiple lesions) as well as variations in
homogeneity (homogenous or with calcifications and necrosis). Color
Doppler shows increased vascularization inside these lesions and in the
anamnesis there is no information that could indicate metastasis in the
liver, then hepatocellular carcinoma should be taken into consideration.
Before the biopsy a CT scan or MRI is indicated to confirm exact
location and to better evaluate the lesion.
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3)

Cystic changes

Two most common types of cysts are inborn, solitary, cysts and
Echinococcus cysts. They are differentiated by their wall thickness,
being divided into compartments and changes that are present in the
lumen (in the case of echinococcus cysts).

This image shows multiple liver cysts
Liver cysts are usually an insignificant finding, due to the fact that
they are inborn and that they do not increase in size when a follow up is
performed. Each cyst should also be described in the terms of size,
location, shape, wall characteristics and possible content.
Sometimes a transversal section of a larger blood vessel may
seem like a cyst, we should use the Color Doppler mode and thus
evaluate the possible cyst, another method of differentiation would be to
rotate the probe and see if the possible cyst “stretches” into a blood
vessel.
Other than insignificant solitary (usually inborn) the second most
common type of liver cyst are echinococcus cysts, They are marked by
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being divided into compartments and having asymmetric masses in the
lumen that are usually attached to the wall of the cyst, usually with
partial calcifications of intraluminal structures.

Echinococcus cyst marked clearly by being divided into several
compartments
Apart from these cysts others may be found, such as those after
an abscess (see the photo at the bottom of the page), posttraumatic
cysts as well as neoplastic cysts (atypical, cystic metastasis). Hepatic
abscess can be very similar to a cyst, but they have an irregular shape,
they don‟t have a clearly defined cystic wall and the internal formations
completely fill the internal volume. All focal changes should be evaluated
in the context of subjective symptoms, clinical findings, lab findings and
other additional information which are obtained from the patient and
from the medical files of the patient.
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Evaluation of liver vascular structures and bile ducts
The first step of evaluating liver blood vessels is to identify the
portal vein.

The portal vein is created from a superior mesenteric vein and
lineal vein. It comes into the liver accompanied with the hepatic artery,
which is a branch of the celiac trunk, a branch of the abdominal aorta.
In the level of the neck of the gallbladder, in the longitudinal view we can
see the close relation between the portal vein, hepatic artery and the
common bile duct (ductus choledocus). This three part formation is
described as the Mickey Mouse sign.

Mickey Mouse sign: the portal vein is the head, and the hepatic artery
and common bile duct are ears (marked here by arrows)
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When this formation is identified, it‟s easy to measure the
diameter of the portal vein and the diameter of the common bile duct.
The diameter of the portal vein should not exceed 13mm. It‟s usually
from 8 to 9mm. When the portal vein diameter is larger than 13mm, the
cause is most commonly portal hypertension due to:
●
●
●

intrahepatic processes (most commonly cirrhosis, rarely
hemochromatosis, Wilson's disease etc.);
prehepatic obstructions (thrombosis of the portal vein);
posthepatic obstructions (upper vena cava, constrictive
pericarditis).

Portal hypertension is almost always present with ascites and if it
lasts a longer period of time, then also with esophageal varix.
Having in mind that variations of the position of the Mickey
Mouse structures are very common, we cannot say for certain which
“ear” is the common bile duct and which is the hepatic artery. For that
reason we should measure the diameter of both structures and if any is
larger than 6mm, we can be quite certain that there is an enlargement of
the common bile duct.
In the longitudinal scan through the portal vein, the three
aforementioned structures can be visualized as a three layered
structure, which we sometimes describe as the “sandwich” sign.

CBD - common bile duct PV – portal vein, IVC - inferior vena cava
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The dilatation of the common bile duct can also be visualized
through measuring the bile duct in the extrahepatic parts. In the level of
the head of the pancreas we can visualize the common bile duct which
should not be larger than 10mm (a small physiological dilatation after
cholecystectomy is normal). During a deep inhalation (in skinny patients)
we can easily visualize the head of the pancreas with a transversely cut
common bile duct.

The common bile duct (marked by an arrow) in the level of the head of
the pancreas
A dilatation of over 10mm is always significant and they should
motivate the physician to carefully evaluate the lumen of the common
bile duct in order to identify potential gallstones.
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Common bile duct with a gallstone
The dilatation of the common bile duct with its diameter
becoming equal to the portal vein is called the double barrel sign.

CBD – common bile duct, PV – portal vein; here we can see the „double
barrel sign“
Dilatation of the intrahepatic bile ducts can be visualized as an
emphasized “pattern” of the bile ducts within the right lobe of the liver,
which (as a rule) don‟t have emphasized walls, unlike the blood vessels
of the portal vein and hepatic arteries.
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Dilatation of the intrahepatic bile ducts
The gathering of the hepatic veins to the main hepatic vein can be
visualized as a threefold formation, and sometimes this formation
resembles the “Playboy Bunny” sign.

Playboy bunny sign
Stasis in the level of the upper vena cava (right ventricle
insufficiency) will lead to the expansion of the hepatic veins (liver stasis),
which will further evolve into ascites. The Playboy bunny structure
becomes deformed then.
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Deformation of the Playboy bunny due to inferior vena cava stasis

GALLBLADDER
The examination of the gallbladder in order to exclude or follow up
on a gallstone is one of the most common indications to perform an
abdominal ultrasound. The cause of this is a large incidence of
gallstones and a sensitivity which ultrasound has in the diagnosing and
following up on gallstones.
The examination is performed in a supine position with a deep
inhalation, it is advisable to also visualize the gallbladder when the
patient is lying down on their left side.
Usually the gallbladder does not exceed 10cm in its longitudinal
diameter, while the transversal diameter is usually around 4 to 5 cm.
The thickness of the walls is from 2 to 4mm. In the case of acutization of
chronic cholecystitis, a dark halo appears around the gallbladder as a
sign of effusion, this distinct finding is described as a „doubled‟ wall of
the gallbladder.
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This image shows an effusion next to the wall of the gallbladder as well
as multiple gallstones with the characteristic dark trail behind them
One of the more common findings is a folded gallbladder, which
can be discreetly or overtly folded, which can sometimes have an image
of a false wall (sept). Such a gallbladder is compared with a „Frigian hat‟.

A folded gallbladder viewed from two angles
Viewing the walls of the gallbladder includes nothing of small
singular or multiple thickenings, hiperehogenous smaller changes which
push into the lumen of the gallbladder and which do not give off an
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acoustic shadow characteristic of a calculus. These types of changes
are usually benign polyps.

An image of a gallbladder polyp
A typical image of a gallstone is a hyperehogneous intraluminal
change with an acoustic shadow, this image can be solitary or multiple.
The gallstones can change position, and this is called a „rolling stone‟
phenomenon. The description of gallstones should include the number
of gallstones, shape (oval, irregular, faceted), position (in the fundus,
close to the neck) and size (biggest diameter of a calculus and/or the
biggest diameter of a group of gallstones).

Diameter of a gallstone with a characteristic back shadow
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Multiple gallstones in the gallbladder, the measurement calliper shows
the complete diameter
Apart from gallstones and polyps, the third most common
intraluminal finding is gallbladder sludge. This finding is usually without
clinical significance, but in time it can cause irregular movement within
the gallbladder pathways, it can also be a foretelling of agglomeration of
the gallbladder content into solid structures (gallstones).

Gallbladder sludge
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PANCREAS
The examination of the pancreas is performed with the patient in
the supination, scanning the region in the transversal plane in the
epigastric region. It‟s very important to use anatomical topography in
order to establish the correct place and angle of scanning.

In the above image we can see the pancreas in close relation to
the liver. The typical 'saddle bag' look of the pancreas sitting on the
lienal vein. Under the head of the pancreas is the inferior vena cava, and
in the „bay of the pancreas‟ is the aorta. The point in the middle of the
„bay‟ is the upper mesenteric artery. The dot on the surface of the head
of the pancreas is transversely cut gallbladder duct.

1-pancreas, 2, 3-v. lienalis, 4-a. mesenterica superior,
5-VCI, 6-aorta
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The description of the pancreas should contain the echogenicity
(when compared to the liver), structure (usual granulation, mostly
homogenous), shape (the ratio between the head, body and tail of the
pancreas) and diameter (which should be no longer then 35mm).
In young adults the pancreas is usually somewhat darker
(hipoehogenous) when compared to the liver. In middle aged people the
pancreas and liver are isoehogenous. In elderly people the pancreas is
hyperechogenous. The hiperehogenous pancreas appears prematurely
in diabetics.
In some patients we can visualize the Wirsung‟s canal which
passes through the middle of the body of the pancreas and should not
be wider than 2mm.
Within POCUS echosonography, evaluating the pancreas is
usually in the context of excluding one of the three most common
conditions pertaining to the pancreas: acute pancreatitis, chronic
pancreatitis and primary pancreatic cancer.
In acute pancreatitis the pancreas can be hypoechogenous, with
unclear borders, with free fluid around it. Necrosis can appear in the tail
of the pancreas and form pseudocysts.
Chronic pancreatitis shows hiperehogenous zones (heterogenic
texture), deformation of the head of the pancreas, small calcifications
and unclear or uneven borders.
Pancreatic tumors deform the shape of the pancreas, push the
surrounding structures and give local changes in echogenicity. The
following image shows carcinoma of pancreatic head:
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SPLEEN
The spleen is examined with the patient lying on his right side,
with the probe placed below the rib cage on the front and middle axillary
line, or if necessary between the ribs on the back axillary line. The
patient is asked to inhale deeply so that the movement of the spleen
over the left kidney can be visualized. As this is the part of the colon
where gasses and intestinal contents gather, the spleen and left kidney
can sometimes be covered and not easily visualized.
The echostructure of the spleen is homogeneous, with the
echogenicity slightly hiperehogenous then the liver. Sometimes
hyperechogenous zoned with no clinical significance are found, these
are just more prominent vascular structures.
The cranio-caudal diameter of the spleen is usually from 9 to
11cm, while the thickness of the spleen is around 5cm. An enlarged
spleen is diagnosed if the cranio-caudal diameter is above 13cm.
An enlarged spleen is the most common pathological finding
during ultrasound examination of the spleen. In most cases the root
cause is anemia, infectious diseases and rarely blood borne disease or
disease of other organs. It‟s relatively common to find an idiopathic
enlargement of the spleen.

An image of a normal spleen
Trauma (rupture) of the spleen is the second most common
pathological finding, which is looked for after significant injury. The
rupture can be visualized with a discreet, almost isoehogenous change
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in the form of a thin band, or as irregular focal hyperhogenous changes
with unclear borders. For larger ruptures it‟s common to find blood
around the spleen, between the spleen and the kidney or the spleen and
the diaphragm.

Blood, hematoperineum, between the spleen and the left kidney
(Koller's space)
An accessory spleen (spleniculum) can also be sometimes
found, which almost as a rule is of rudimentary size, without clinical
significance.
Observing fluid above the spleen, between the spleen and lungs
(diaphragm and lungs) usually indicates pleural effusion.
Other rarely seen pathological changes on the spleen are cysts,
metastatic changes, lymph agglomerates in lymphoma, ischemic lesions
etc. Most of these changes do not have clear and specific characteristics
and as such require additional diagnostic procedures.
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ABDOMINAL AORTA
AND PARAAORTIC LYMPH NODES
Examination of the abdominal aorta is performed in the
epigastrium and to the bifurcation in both transverse and longitudinal
views. The goal of the examination is to measure the diameter of the
aorta, note the presence of aneurysms, if aneurysms are present to
establish if they close to rupturing and describe him, also scanning the
aorta is important to evaluate atherosclerosis and plaques of the aorta.
The abdominal aorta has a diameter of 2 to 2.5cm, and a
diameter of over 3cm is considered an aneurysm. Although the aorta is
straight in most patients, some patients can also have a kinking of the
aorta. This is not a pathological finding but it should be mentioned in the
final report. The aorta appears on the transversal scan as a pulsating
hipoehogenous formation above the dark shadow of the spinal column
and to the right of the inferior vena cava.

The anatomical structures in relation to the aorta
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When an aneurysm of the abdominal aorta is discovered, it is
necessary to scan it in both the transversal and longitudinal view.
Aneurysms can be saccular, fusiform and dissected (with a fissure in the
wall). The aneurysm is evaluated with the Doppler mode, if it is
technically possible.

A sagittal image of the abdominal aneurysm, with a diameter reaching
the critical 5cm and more, this is an clear indication for surgery
When examining the abdominal aorta, we also check the para
aortic lymph nodes. Usually these lymph nodes cannot be seen, and
even when we can see them, they don‟t have a diameter larger than
15mm, and as such they are not a pathological finding. The para aortic
lymph nodes are especially evaluated in patients who had or still have
abdominal or pelvic cancer, due to a possible risk of dissemination into
this location. This group of lymph nodes is also very important in
lymphomas and certain chronic inflammatory processes.
The position of the para aortic lymph nodes can vary, they can
be behind the aorta, to the right between the aorta and the body of the
vertebrae, to either side of the aorta or in front of the aorta. Any change
that brings the suspicion of enlarged lymph nodes should be scanned in
the sagittal and transverse plane, with the transverse plane being more
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sensitive to such changes. These formations are usually hipoehogenous
with the diameter being the same as the aorta or bigger. Sometimes
paraaortic lymph nodes merge into formations that completely surround
the aorta.

Paraaortic lymph node, about 14mm in size

Lymph nodes (L) positioned behind the aorta. (SC – spinal column)
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Lymph nodes that have merged into one mass (this was a finding in a
patient with Non-Hodgkin lymphoma)
In well prepared patients we can also visualize iliac arteries and
they can evaluate parailiac lymph nodes.

ASCITES
Ascites, free fluid in the abdominal cavity, can appear in liver
cirrhosis, liver stasis due to right ventricle insufficiency and other
processes that make elimination of venous blood from the inferior vena
cava and portal vein system difficult. Also, free fluid can appear in the
Douglass space (the space between the uterus and rectum in women).
The most common ultrasound presentation of ascites is finding
free fluid (hipoehogenous space) between the right liver lobe and right
kidney. This space is also known as Morrison‟s space and it is almost
always the first place for free fluid to gather in the abdomen.
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Free fluid in Morrison's space (pouch)
The second most common place for gathering of free fluid in the
abdomen is the subdiaphragmatic space above the right liver lobe (most
common in trauma for gathering of blood, the so called
subdiaphragmatic hematoma). The liver in the transversal scan is clearly
separated from the diaphragm with a hipoehogenous layer of fluid.
Finally in advanced ascites we can visualize intestines „swimming‟ in a
large quantity of free fluid.

Subdiaphragmal gathering of free fluid
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Intestines 'swimming' in free fluid

KIDNEYS
The examination of kidneys can be performed with the patient in
the supine position as well as lying on their right and left side (right and
left decubitus). For practical reasons in most patients visualization is
best achieved when the patient is lying on their side. Usually the position
of the kidney is noted (usual or ectopic), echogenic characteristics of the
tissue (cortex and medulla, with the cortex being somewhat darker then
liver tissue and the medulla being lighter), and the basic measurements
of the kidney (longitudinal diameter and thickness of the cortex). After
the listed parameters, the physician evaluates the cortex for cysts,
dilatation of the calyxes and pyelon, are there any micro calculus (which
cannot be measured) or large calculus in the calyx or pyelon. The tissue
is also checked for thickening, tumors, tissue bridges (as a result of an
incomplete ren duplex).
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Kidney with a parenchymal bridge
The pole of the kidney is determined by the diaphragm, the upper
pole is closer to the diaphragm. The kidney can be easier to visualize if
the patient inhales deeply. The measurements are all made on a
carefully chosen image that shows the kidney with its largest diameter.
Usually kidneys are from 90 to 130mm long, also it‟s common that one
of the kidneys is about 10mm larger which usually speaks to an
increased activity (practically there is no human in which both kidneys
work with the same intensity).

Image of right kidney with the calipers showing the correct measuring of
length and cortex thickness
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Measuring thickness of the tissue can also be performed in the
transverse view. Note, the transversal view can be used to evaluate
renal arteries, veins and the pyelon.
The thickness of the tissue is usually about 17 to 18mm, and it
can go up to 25mm. If the thickness of the cortex tissue is less than
10mm, this is a serious sign of nephrosclerosis (loss of kidney filtration
function). A thinning of tissue is also found in patients who have been
carrying a renal stone and in which hydronephrosis has developed.
It‟s important to note that the thickness of the cortex is more
relevant than kidney length in evaluating nephrosclerosis. The length of
the kidney under 90mm does not necessarily mean reduced filtration
function of the kidney.
In patients who have undergone nephrectomy, or have inborn
kidney agenesis or post inflammatory atrophy of one kidney, the
remaining kidney is usually enlarged with a cranio-caudal length of 130
to 140mm.
After visualizing the position of the kidneys and measuring the
kidneys, POCUS practitioners proceed to describing the edges and
contours of the kidneys which can be smooth, irregular, lobular or
unclear. A lobulated kidney with unclear contours may be inborn but if it
also has hyperechogenous zones in the kidney tissue, these are scars
from repeated inflammation of that kidney. Visualizing thickening of
kidney tissue which are isoehogenous with the rest of the tissue are
usually without clinical significance.

Image of left kidney with a isehogenic thickening (splenic lump) which is
of no clinical significance
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Acute nephritis is usually marked by unclear contours of the
kidney, sometimes with a hypoechogenic thickening of one of the poles
of the kidney. An unclear border between the cortex and kidney pelvis is
also sometimes present.

Acute pyelonephritis
Finding changes within the tissue which are clearly distinguished
and hyperechogenous, with no acoustic shadow, are mostly
angiomyolipomas, a benign tumor, which rarely interfere with kidney
function and do not require treatment.

Angiomyolipoma close to the upper pole of the right kidney
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Finding any other formations in the kidney tissue or close to the
kidney (as a prominence from the tissue), requires a clear description
with measurements (these are usually hypoechogenic formations of
unclear borders), after this, the patient should be referred for further
diagnostic imaging. One should refer from qualifying such formations as
tumors, as with ultrasound imaging it‟s impossible to place a definitive
diagnosis and further diagnostics are the best option for the patient.
Finally we should mention that adrenal glands cannot be seen in
most cases. In the rare situation when they are seen they are visualized
as thin hyperechogenous zones over the upper pole of the kidney, they
share the same capsule as the kidney. If they are not in a common
capsule as the kidney, the formation is not the adrenal gland.
When describing changes in the kidney, we usually qualify them
as „closer to the upper pole‟, „closer to the inferior pole‟ and „interpolar‟,
as well as „paraphyletic‟ for the region around the pyelon.
KIDNEY CYSTS
It is considered that one out of ten men have one or more kidney
cysts, which are mostly inborn. Cysts can be in the cortex, in the
corticomedullary transition zone, in the medulla, or almost outside the
kidney (right below the kidney capsule). We always describe their
location (closer to the upper or lower pole, interpolar), if they are on the
pyelic side of the kidney, they are described as paraphyletic cysts, and it
should be checked are they in any relation to the renal artery and vein,
because they can cause compression. Cysts can be solitary or multiple,
in case of multiple cysts we are then observing a polycystic kidney. In
younger patients, in the corticomedullary transition zone, the renal
tubules can be emphasized and seem like cysts, which should be taken
into consideration before stating that the patient has polycystic changes.
In case that there is a dilatation of the renal calyx, there is an image that
seems like a pseudocyst. Most kidney cysts do not change in repeated
ultrasound examinations and have no clinical significance.
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An interpolar cyst in the kidney cortex that also encompasses the
medulla of the kidney

A large cortical (subcapsular) cyst of the upper pole of the right kidney

A polycystic kidney with a distorted anatomy of the urine gathering
system (image made with linear probe)
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MICROLITHIASIS AND RENAL STONES
Microlithiasis and renal stones are the most frequent pathological
finding during ultrasound scanning of the urinary tract. Microlithiasis
(kidney sand) is a condition in which there are hiperehogenic findings in
the medulla, and small stones that have the characteristic acoustic
shadow but they cannot be measured because they have a diameter
smaller than 2mm. Sometimes due to the „ring down‟ phenomenon
under a kidney that has a somewhat brighter medulla there is a finding
that looks like microlithiasis, but in the medulla there are no clearly seen
small kidney stones.
It is important to differentiate microlithiasis (which is in the
medulla) and cortical nephrocalcinosis, which is calcification of micro
scars due to prolonged inflammatory processes.

Nephrocalcinosis, not the lack of acoustic shadows
If we can measure hyperechogenic changes with an acoustic
shadow in the medulla we describe them as renal stones (nephrolite).
Their size starts at 3mm and they may be so big that they completely fill
the gathering system of the kidney. Very often the calculus is in a calyx
which is dilated and has a look of a pseudocyst.
When measuring the calculus one should be careful and try to be
as precise as possible when determining the diameter of the calculus,
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because the patients often get scarred if the stone „grows‟ in follow up
ultrasound examinations.

A smaller calculus with a clear posterior shadow

A calculus in the region where the pyelon and ureter confluate, we can
see hydronephrosis has already developed

HYDRONEPHROSIS
Hydronephrosis is a condition in which the gathering system of
the kidney expands, the usual cause is some form of obstruction but it
can also be inborn. We usually split hydronephrosis into three stadiums
to which we add the fourth stadium which is total destruction of kidney
tissue and turning the whole kidney into a huge cyst.
Stadium 1 is the expansion of the pyelon without expansion of
the renal calyx.
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Hydronephrosis 1st stadium
The second stadium is the expansion of the pyelon and the
expansion of the major renal calyces.
The third stadium is the expansion of the pyelon, major and
minor calyces but with a preserved thickness of the cortex of about
10mm.

Hydronephrosis 3rd stadium
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Hydronephrosis is usually followed by a hydroureter – a dilatation
of the ureter (normally the ureter is of about 5 to 6 mm diameter, the
dilatation in this case is usually more than 10mm)

Hydroureter

BLADDER
The examination of the bladder is focused on determining the
fullness of the bladder, is it symmetrical (for example the presence of
diverticula), are some of the walls thicker, are there any polyps present
and are there any urinary stones present. The examination can also
include the measuring of residual urine (when trying to determine if the
patient can urinate normally).

A normal ultrasound finding when examining the bladder
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A sagittal scan of the bladder showing a sessile, intraluminal
hyperechogenous mass stemming from the wall of the bladder

A 'double' bladder wall, indicating chronic cystitis with hyperplasia of the
mucosa layer
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A smaller diverticulum on the right wall of the bladder

Two small urinary stones on the bottom of the bladder
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A blood clot in the lumen of the bladder (bleeding from a renal
carcinoma)

For measuring the residual urine, three measurements are required in
centimeters which are then multiplied and divided by 2
(L x D x T):2 = volume RU (residual urine) in millilitres
Most ultrasound machines have an option of automatic
determining of volume using combined transverse and longitudinal
measures. We can say that emptying the bladder is satisfactory if there
is less than 50ml after urinating. Measuring bladder volume is also
useful when determining if there are nervous bladders. Normal capacity
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of the urinary bladder is 500-600ml. If a patient does not feel the need to
urinate at that volume, the bladder is “lazy”. Physiologically, patients feel
the urge for miction at the volume of 200ml of urine. If a patient has to
urinate by the volume of 100ml or less, we may say that the bladder is
hyperactive or “neurogenic” (stress incontinence).

A balloon from a urinary catheter in the lumen of the bladder. Also there
is a calculus underneath the balloon.
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PROSTATE
The routine examination of the prostate includes evaluating it‟s
echogenocity, texture, borders, size (volume measuring) and the amount
it pushes into the lumen of the bladder. Sometimes when there is a clear
finding of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), prostate adenoma or some
other pathology leading to an increase in the volume, and the patient
also says he has urinary tract symptoms (difficult and slow urination,
frequent urination) then also we should determine the amount of residual
urine as previously described.

This is the usual shape of the prostate in the transversal view with the
probe placed above the pubic bone. This prostate is homogeneous, and
is discreetly pushing into the lumen of the bladder.
The usual measurements of the prostate are 35x30x30mm with a
physiological deviation of around 5mm. Prostate size should be verified
in transverse and sagittal views. Normal volume is at around 20-25ml.
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The prostate measured in the sagittal and transverse scan. This prostate
is enlarged – 45x50x51mm, vol. 94ml. It’s also slightly pushing into the
lumen of the bladder, it has a homogeneous structure and clear borders.

Benign prostate hyperplasia with prominating of the middle lobe.
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Prostate carcinoma: irregular, uneven borders, hyperechogenous zones
within the tissue, increased volume and prominating into the lumen of
the bladder.

Prostate cyst
The most common findings in a nonhomogeneous prostate are
hyperechogenous zones in the left or right lobe (which are not so
common in the middle lobe). When we find symmetrical changes, we
should make sure that it is not a case of superposition of the seminal
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vesicles. Also in all hyperechogenous changes, we should see if there is
an acoustic shadow present, in which case these are probably
calcifications as a result of previous inflammations.

Hyperechogenous zone in the left lobe with unclear borders

ADDITIONAL ABDOMINAL ULTRASOUND
EXAMINATIONS
When discussing abdominal ultrasound in regards to the family
medicine setting, two examinations may be performed if the patient has
the adequate symptoms to warrant such examinations. These are the
stomach ultrasound and the inguinal hernia ultrasound.
The stomach ultrasound is performed with a convex probe, with
the patient in a standing position (so the stomach stays in it‟s anatomical
position) and with the patient drinking some water right before the
examination to fill the stomach. The stomach can be easily viewed and
the following information can be gained from such an examination:
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● The position of the stomach: normal – in the middle between the
navel and the xiphoid , elevated – when we have to aim the probe
upwards (under the xiphoid) and lowered – when the stomach is
under the navel. When examining the stomach the position should
always be described.
● The condition of the stomach wall: the layers (Mucosa, Submucosa
Muscular layer, Serosa) of the stomach wall should be clearly seen and
an increased thickness of the wall or an emphasized layering of the
stomach wall (“stratification”) could point to acute or chronic gastritis.
Also a hiperehogenic wall of the stomach is a sign of gastritis and
may help in establishing the correct diagnosis.
● The activity of the stomach. The stomach should always have
peristaltic movements in which the water that the patient ingested
right before the exam is constantly mixed and moved. If there is no
activity then it is a case of gastroparesis which is usually caused by
some infectious agent, stress or some other pathological process. An
increase in speed of the stomach movements may also be found and
can point us to the correct diagnosis.

Stomach filled with water. Stratified walls are visible, with slightly
hyperechogenous mucosa in antral and posterior wall
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Inguinal hernias can also be confirmed or excluded via ultrasound
using the linear probe and placing in right above the inguinal canal. In
this position the patient is then instructed to tense as if making a bowel
movement (Valsalva test). If an inguinal hernia is present, we can see
the intestines move under the ligament similar to „a train moving under a
bridge‟. When instructed to relax, the intestines will move back. This test
should be repeated a couple of times in order to make sure that we have
set the correct diagnosis.

Bowels under inguinal ligament during Valsava test
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SCROTAL ULTRASOUND
Scrotal ultrasound is performed with the patient in supination.
Under the scrotum a towel is placed so that it is elevated above the
thighs. The penis is tilted toward the abdomen and covered by a towel.
For the examination a linear probe of 7,5MHz is used.
The first step is to scan both testicles in a transversal scan, so that
they can be visualized in one frame. Initially we evaluate echogenicity
(which should be similar to a thyroid gland or a steatosis liver), size,
symmetry and how homogeneous the testicles are.

Transversal scan of the scrotum, we can see that both testicles are
homogeneous and that the scrotum is divided with a septal wall (raphe).
On the longitudinal scan we should visualize the rete testis, while
visualizing it, we should not mistake the rete testis for some pathological
finding. The normal rete testis (mediastinum of the testicle) is visualized
as a hyperechogenous ribbon under the head of the epididymis.
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The arrow in the image points to rete testis

In the sagittal view of the left testicle we can see a dilated rete testis with
an intratesticular cyst (most probably due to obstruction)

The testicle is wrapped by the tunica albuginea, which during
ultrasound examination is seen as a thin, hyperechogenous capsule.
Over her is the tunica vaginalis, which stems from the peritoneum and
which has a visceral and parietal layer. The visceral wall is closely
related to the testicle, while the parietal wall is separated from the
visceral wall with a small amount of liquid (hypoechogenous zone).
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In this image we can see the epididymis and a small hydrocele
The epididymis has the function of storing, transporting and
maturing sperm cells. It is usually isoehogenous or slightly
hyperechogenous when compared to the testicle. The size of the
epididymis is usually about ½ of the thickness of the testicle in the
sagittal view. In the same view we can also visualize the body and tail of
the epididymis. The granulated (rough) build of the epididymis is the
result of the winding of the long system of the tubules of the epididymis
which contain sperm.

Epididymitis and orchitis
One of the most common pathological findings during ultrasound
examination of the scrotum is epididymitis in which we can see the
enlargement of the head of the epididymis, a thickening of the body and
often a reactive hydrocele in which fluid is gathered within the tunica
vaginalis.
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Here we can see and enlarged epididymis, a thickening of the body and
a secondary hydrocele
The spread of the inflammation to the testicle is called orchitis. If
the testicle is observed with the color Doppler we can see an increased
blood flow. In chronic orchiepididymitis we can also notice
heteroehogenic zones within the tissue.

Chronic orchitis – an enlarged non-homogeneous testicle with
hyperechogenic zones and ribbons of fibrosclerosis
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Hydrocele
The most common reason for painless enlargement of the
scrotum is a hydrocele, which is a gathering of fluid between the two
layers of the tunica vaginalis. A hydrocele can be created due to
inflammation, obstruction, traumatic, idiopathic or congenital. The fluid in
the hydrocele is clear, completely anechogenic, which is useful in
differentiating it from a hematocele. Hydrocele can be very small,
clinically insignificant or very big which require needle drainage.

A large hydrocele

Spermatocele, piocele,
epididymal cysts

varicocele,

hematocele,

Spermatocele is the gathering of sperm within the expanded
lumen of the epididymis. It is actually a retention cysts. It can be hard to
differentiate from real (rare) cysts of the epididymis. Inside the
spermatocele we can find debris which can be of varying echogenicity,
unlike hydrocele. The same can be said for piocele and hematocele
which are also not completely anechogenic. Differentiating spermatocele
from hydrocele can be performed by visualizing the tunica vaginalis,
which covers spermatocele with it‟s visceral layer.
A common trait of spermatocele and piocele is that they often
have compartments within them.
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Varicocele
Varikocele is an enlargement of the pampiniformus venous
plexus, with the diameter of the small veins of over 2mm. In over 80% of
cases varicocele appears on the left testicle. The reason for this is that
the right internal spermatic vein drains directly into the inferior vena
cava, while the left internal spermatic vein drains into the left renal vein
at an angle of 90 degrees. Ultrasound is usually used to confirm the
presence of varicocele after palpating a grape-like mass in the upper
part of the scrotum, above the testicle which follows the funiculus
spermaticus.

Image shows a varicocele

Torsion of testicle
During the first few hours, torsion of the testicle cannot be
diagnosed with an ordinary ultrasound examination, but if there is an
option of using Doppler, we can prove that the affected testicle does not
have any blood flow.
After a few hours edema starts to develop and there are signs of
focal ischemia of the testicle – as hypoechogenicity when compared with
the opposite side of the scrotum. Also we can notice an enlargement of
the epididymis, a reactive hydrocele and a thickening of the wall of the
scrotum.
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Torsion of left testicle, to the right we can see a normal testicle, on the
left we can see edema, hiperehogenous tissue of the testicle, an
enlargement of the head of the epididymis with a secondary hydrocele

Microlithiasis
Often microcalcifications can be noticed in the testicle. They can
be without clinical significance, but they can also appear in certain
tumors, sterility and cryptorchidism.

Testicular microlithiasis
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Scrotal pearls

Rare accidental finding of „scrotal pearls“, clinically insignificant
calculations within tunica albuginea.

Tumors of the testicle
Most testicular tumors are of a malignant nature. It‟s one of the
most common malignant diseases in younger men. On the ultrasound,
malignant tumors are usually well defined, hypoechogenic, often with
zones of necrosis and secondary cysts. The most common histological
type is the seminoma, after that the carcinoma of embryonal cells,
teratoma and others.

Testicular tumor
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OB/GYN ULTRASOUND
Transabdominal gynecological ultrasound is a routine part of the
abdominal ultrasound in female patients who present with pain in the
lower part of the abdomen and pelvis, a fewer of unknown origin as well
as other symptoms in which the differential diagnosis is: adnexitis,
perimetritis, mioma of the uterus, endometriosis, pregnancy, ectopic
pregnancy etc.
While visualizing the bladder or searching for a fluid collection
and increased vascularity when there is a possibility of appendicitis, the
physician observes the uterus and the ovaries at the same time. In the
final report,
the information gathered pertaining to the
gynecological/obstetric status of the patient is usually put at the end as
an additional finding.
When it comes to the field of obstetrics the family physician
should be able to recognize the following:
●
●
●
●
●

normal pregnancy as a gestational sack or embryo;
identify the embryo movement and the heart action of the
embryo;
determine how old the embryo or fetus is by determining the
CRL, BPD or FL;
determine the insertion point of the placenta;
determine the amount of embryonic fluid present in the uterine
cavity.

In short, POCUS obstetric ultrasound is focused on examining the first
trimester of pregnancy.
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POCUS gynecological examination should include the following:
●
●
●
●
●

determining the size and position of the uterus;
determining the condition of the myometrium;
measuring the thickness of the endometrium;
measure the ovaries, identify possible cysts, follicles etc;
evaluate the Douglass space.

PREGNANCY IN THE FIRST TRIMESTER
While performing a pelvic ultrasound a POCUS specialist often
finds a gestational sack in the uterine cavity. These accidentally
discovered pregnancies are especially common in female patients close
to menopause with irregular menstrual cycles. Inside the gestational
sack, starting from the 6th week, the embryo can be visualized and
measured (CRL – crown to rump length). At the same time in the 6th
week, the heart action of the embryo can be seen as well as slight
movement of the embryo. In the 5th week a twin pregnancy can be
identified.

Image showing a 6 week pregnancy
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Somewhat later, around the 12th week, active fetal movement
can be seen which the mother does not feel until the second half of the
pregnancy. Starting with the 14th week, BPD (biparietal diameter) is
used to determine gestational age. As the pregnancy progresses, the
midsagittal line can be identified, the spinal column, nuchal translucency
, brain chambers etc. At this time we can also use FL (femur length) to
get a more precise approximation of the gestational age.

Image showing the usual ultrasound findings at 14 weeks
of gestational age

BPD measurement
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When we measure the BPD and FL, we can also determine the
place of the insertion of the placenta and somewhat later the location of
the placenta in relation to the head presentation of the fetus. If the
placenta is clearly under the presenting area then this is a case of a
placenta previa which can potentially be a serious problem in the course
of the pregnancy.

Image showing the normal placenta presentation
Finally the POCUS specialist can roughly determine if there is
too little or too much of the amnion fluid, but the final determination and
decision about the amnion fluid should be left to the ob/gyn specialists.
If during the initial anamnesis the patient states that she did not
have any menstrual bleeding for a long time, and she has abdominal
pain, we should examine the Douglass space for free fluid, as well as
the ovaries and fallopian tubes for any abnormal findings in order to
exclude ectopic pregnancy. Still proving that an ectopic pregnancy is
present also requires a beta-HCG test.
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POCUS GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
While performing the ultrasound examination of the female pelvis, the
Douglass space should be examined as well as the flowing parameters
and pathologies:

1. Position, size and build of the uterus, myometrium and
endometrium
The usual position is anteroflexion (AVF) where the uterus is angulated
towards the front in relation to the vaginal canal and the flexion of the
back wall towards the pubic bone. Retroversion can sometimes be
linked to a smaller chance of becoming pregnant, it can be also linked
with lumbar back pain and irregular bowel movements. The size of the
uterus varies between women who still have not given birth and those
who have had multiple children. On average in middle aged women, the
uterus is around 7cm long and about 4 to 5mm thick, with the shape
roughly resembling a lightbulb.

Transabdominal view of the uterus.
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The myometrium is usually homogeneous (except when there is
myoma present), the endometrium varies from a very thin, barely visible,
line right after the menstrual bleeding finishes and it can also be up to
16mm thick at the end of the secretion phase and right before the
menstruation.
In menopausal women the thickness of the endometrium can be
thicker than 5mm, while a thicker endometrium requires an explorative
curettage. Also, when performing follow up ultrasound in women who
have undergone hormonal therapy (eg. after breast cancer surgery), the
thickness of the endometrium must be measured so that we can
discover possible side effects of the prescribed therapy. An
endometrium with disturbed layer structure can point to an endometrial
polyp. As far as the structure of the myometrium, myoma (fibroid) are
the most common finding.

Image showing a myoma – fibroid. We can clearly see the difference
between the endometrium, myometrium and the pathological mass.
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These masses can be on the front and back wall, they can be
under the serous membrane, in the wall (intramural), a position where it
pushes on the endometrium (in which case it can cause profuse
bleeding during menstruation). Fibroids can also compress the urinary
bladder, rectum and other organs and tissues thus can present with a
wide range of symptoms or be completely asymptomatic. The
myometrium can also be placed in such a way that it moves towards the
cervix (myoma nascens). All of these conditions can be discovered by a
POCUS specialist via transabdominal ultrasound.
Within the tissue of the myometrium cysts can also present at the
level of the cervix, which are usually benign Nabothian cysts, which are
actually retention cysts, which are created due to usual activity of the
vaginal flora.

Image showing three Nabothian cysts.
(transvaginal probe)
Within the endometrium we can find a hyperechogenic and
calcified masses after invasive procedures such as curettage, we can
also find adhesion scars, especially after severe inflammation, radiation
therapy or surgery.
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2. Size and presentation of the ovary and Fallopian tubes
The ovaries and Fallopian tubes are viewed in the transversal and
longitudinal scans and their position can vary, in many cases they are
completely fused with the body of the uterus due to previous
inflammatory processes. In most cases the ovaries can be seen as
almost isoechogenic with myometrium, ovoid in shape and with the size
of about 30x15mm. The ovaries of 4 to 5 mm in size are probably
inflamed and when they are over 5cm in size, this finding can coincide
with malignant alterations. On ovaries we can normally find follicles in
the shape of smaller and larger cysts, which have to be viewed while
taking into consideration the current phase of the menstrual cycle in
which the patient currently is. The follicles can reach the size of 24mm,
when they usually burst and release the egg cell. The growth of the
follicle is about 1 to 2mm daily, so we can approximate when the
ovulation will happen. If we visualize a cyst on the ovary larger than
30mm, especially if the endometrium is thin at the moment of
examination or at the time of the menstruation, we can say with certainty
that aforementioned cyst is not a follicle and as such should undergo
follow up ultrasounds.

Transverse scan showing urine bladder, uterus and ovaries:
right ovary with a single cyst, left with two cysts
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Ovarian cysts that are up to 50mm in size drain spontaneously after
two months in about 50% of women. Cysts larger than 50mm and the
appearance of cysts in non menstruating females should undergo
additional diagnostics to exclude ovarian cancer. We can use the
Doppler mode to evaluate each cyst in order to gain additional
information about blood flow around the cyst. Most cysts are
anechogenic, but some can be hypoechogenic and such cysts are called
Chocolate cysts, which are filled with fluid in ovarian endometriosis.
A special finding when performing ultrasound of the ovaries is
the polycystic ovary which should always be observed in the context of
Stein-Leventhal syndrome (polycystic ovary syndrome – PCOS). This
disorder is characterized by elevated levels of male hormones and
infrequent (absent) ovulation. This ultrasound image should be
differentiated from hidrosalpinx and hematosalpinx which can have a
similar ultrasound look.

Image showing a polycystic ovary.

3. Evaluation of Douglass space
Finally in transabdominal ultrasound of female internal organs,
probably the most important part in family medicine POCUS is
evaluation of the Douglass space (pouch), which is the lowest point of
the pelvic space in which free fluid is gathered in almost all inflammatory
processes in the pelvis (most commonly in adnexitis).
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Image showing free fluid in the Douglass space.
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SOFT TISSUE AND MUSCULOSKELETAL
ULTRASOUND
Since we have already covered lymph nodes, salivary glands,
thyroid gland, breasts, etc., the "soft tissue" in this passage will focus on
frequent cutaneous and subcutaneous changes, such as lipoma,
sebaceous cysts, fibroma, etc. Examination of these changes mostly
focuses on their vascular activity, size, and relation to the underlying
muscular fascia - an ultrasound which will give more information to the
surgeon who plans the excision of these changes.
Skeletal and tendo-muscular ultrasound will mostly cover
ultrasound findings such as joint hydrops, signs of osteoarthrosis
(gonarthrosis in particular), signs of muscle and tendon ruptures, bursa
inflammations, entensitis, etc. We shall focus on the most frequent
pathological conditions. Keeping in mind that there are other more
powerful imaging methods, and these are more appropriate for certain
diseases, we shall persist in a brief presentation of some condensed
information.

MOST COMMON CUTANEOUS AND SUBCUTANEOUS CHANGES
Probably the three most common cutaneous and subcutaneous
changes found in POCUS ultrasound are lipoma, sebaceous cysts and
fibromas. Usually the patient comes into the office with a complaint of a
lump under the skin which they have recently noticed or an old lump that
started to grow. In this case the examination is performed with a linear
probe. All of the aforementioned changes are well defined and
differentiated from the surrounding tissue.
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Sebaceous cysts are almost anechogenic, while lipomas are
isoechogenic with the surrounding fatty tissue and with a
hyperechogenic capsule surrounding it. Fibromas fall somewhere
between these two when it comes to echogenicity. Most changes vary in
size from a few millimeters to 3 or 4cm, but larger ones are also
possible.
When describing such changes, the most important thing is to
describe the exact location, the depth at which we find it (cutaneous,
subcutaneous or close to the muscle fascia), the shape and size
(irregular shapes should be immediately referred for further diagnostics
and to a surgeon) and if possible Doppler mode should be used to
evaluate the vascular activity within the mass and surrounding it.

Image showing a well-defined lipoma.
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Image showing a sebaceous cyst.

Image showing a small cutaneous fibroma.
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JOINT ULTRASOUND
The most common reason for a joint ultrasound is the
anamnestic information that an injury (fall, twist, blow) has occurred
recently, after which a certain degree of loss of function occurred,
accompanied with pain and swelling of the joint in question. The second
most common reason is a gradual onset of pain, swelling and partial
loss of function that occurred over the years. The most common joints
scanned are the knee, shoulder, elbow and ankle joints. The technique
of scanning varies from joint to joint but in most cases, we should
attempt to visualize both joint surfaces of the joint scanned in the same
frame and then also move upwards and downwards and rotate and tilt
as needed in order to visualize all the anatomical structures of the joint.
The scan is performed with the linear probe and in all cases we are
evaluating the following:
●

Supporting anatomical structures: ligaments, tendons and muscles
around the joint should not show any break in the structure which is
characterized by an anechogenic or hypoechogenic zone (in the
acute phase of injury) that breaks the normal linear structure of the
tendon or muscle. Sometimes we can see a hyperechogenic
formation
that
breaks
the
linear
structure
of
the
muscle/tendon/ligament and in that case, we are visualizing a scar
from a previous injury.

●

Intra Articular space: normal intra articular space should be
maintained, the lessening of the space between the joint surfaces is
a sign of arthrosis. This is most commonly seen in the knee joint
where an intra articular space of less than 5mm is a sign of knee
joint degeneration. When viewing the intra articular space we
should also take the time to exclude any foreign bodies such as
pieces of bone, cartilage or in the case of the knee the meniscus.
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●

Presence of effusion: an increased amount of joint fluid or fluid
around the joint that gathers between the joint and the
muscles/tendons is a sure sign of trauma, acute or chronic
inflammation. This fluid can be completely anechogenic but in some
cases hyperechogenic masses can be seen and in this case, this is
a condensation of the fluid that starts to turn to a gelatinous
substance. The amount of fluid can roughly be estimated by
measuring the thickest point of the effusion, which can be a good
prognostic factor and can help us with procedures such as needle
fluid drainage.
A special type of effusion is Baker‟s cyst, a structure in fossa
poplitea, synovial cyst which follows either knee trauma, or
arthrosis. This cyst has a characteristic shape in transverse and
longitudinal views and can be drained with ultrasound guided
needle arthrocentesis (see images).

●

Bone structures: even though we cannot see the complete bone
surface, we can visualize the surface of the bone around the joint.
The most common finding in this case are bone spikes –
osteophytes, which can be the root cause of joint pain and which in
such cases usually have an effusion around them. The most
common places to look for them are the condyles of the femur,
edges of the upper joint surface of the tibia, the heel and the tip of
the olecranon.

●

Bursa: a common finding in shoulder ultrasound is an enlarged
anehogenous bursa which is the root cause of shoulder pain –
bursitis. A similar finding can be located in other places, such as the
elbow. Again, in the same way we visualize joint effusions , the fluid
may have hyperechogenous strands which are the condensation of
the joint fluid.
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Normal knee ultrasound

Narrowing of meniscal space, osteophytes: knee osteoartrosis
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Rib fracture

Baker’s cyst – transverse view of popliteal fossa
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Ultrasound guided arthrocentesis : surgical puncture of a joint especially for
aspiration of fluid, or infiltration of drugs (corticosteroids, etc.)

Hydrops with effusion above patella
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MUSCLE AND TENDONS ULTRASOUND
As in joint ultrasound, the most common reason to perform a
muscle/tendon ultrasound is a fresh injury or persistent chronic pain that
lasted for years. The examination is also performed with a linear probe.
Scanning the muscle and tendon is performed both in the transverse
and longitudinal mode. A normal muscle-tendon has a linear structure in
which the lines of the tissue are parallel, pathology is usually identified
by a mass breaking that linear structure. Based on the echogenic
characteristic of this break in the linear structure, we can establish what
is the probable cause and how old the pathology is. Fresh muscle and
tendon injuries (partial ruptures) are usually anechogenic, breaking the
normal muscle/tendon structure, as they age they first develop
somewhat hyperechogenic zones and the amount of effusion shrinks.
Healed partial tears are recognized by a hyperechogenic scar in the
place where the rupture was.
Total ruptures of muscles and tendons are relatively rare in the
family medicine office, since when the injury happens the finding is quite
obvious and the patient is usually referred immediately to an orthopedic
surgeon for further treatment. In the rare case when the patient does
come in for an ultrasound the total rupture of a muscle/tendon is
identified by a complete discontinuation of the muscle/tendon structure
and in its place is an effusion of fluid.

Partial rupture of the proximal Achilles tendon
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LEGS DOPPLER
In family medicine, Doppler examination is performed to exclude
gross and urgent pathology of the veins and arteries of the lower limb,
though the same principle can be in some rare cases used to evaluate
potential pathology in other regions of the body. The most common
indications to perform Doppler examination of the blood vessels is:
potential venous thrombus, history of previous venous thrombus,
varicose veins or a family history of varicose veins, various symptoms of
arterial disease of the lower limb (cold legs, tingling in the legs, cramping
of the muscles of the lower limbs etc.). Scanning is performed with a
linear probe, with the patient in the supine position, though at one point
the patient will have to lie on their stomach in order to evaluate the
popliteal artery and vein.
The examination of arteries is performed by following large blood
vessels starting from the femoral artery, then moving on to the popliteal
artery and vein as well as the anterior and posterior tibial artery, finally
scanning the a. retromalleolaris and a. dorsalis pedis. While evaluating
arteries, we also pay attention to the veins that accompany the arteries
(femoral vein, popliteal veins etc.). Each artery is first found in the
transverse scan, after which it is scanned in the longitudinal scan, at that
moment the colour Doppler scan is used to evaluate blood flow with the
special emphasis use of the pulse wave Doppler mode. The pulse
waveform of a healthy artery is in the form of a three phase wave, an
artery with a bi-phasic wave is also considered healthy, while a
monophasic wave is a sign of severe atherosclerosis.
Sometimes, especially when scanning arteries of the foot it is
really hard to find arterial blood vessels. This is made even more difficult
if proximal arteries are of a biphasic or monophasic wave, in which case
these most distal arteries are probably compromised. Many vascular
surgeons also measure the maximum speed of blood flow (Vmax) using
the pulse wave mode, but for family medicine POCUS ultrasound this is
of lesser importance, because Vmax depends on blood pressure,
medication and other factors.
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Image showing triphasic, biphasic and monophasic waves.
When it comes to venous pathology evaluation, the most
important thing is to exclude venous thrombus, evaluate varicose veins
and venous insufficiency. Venous thrombosis is characterized first of all
by finding a mass in the lumen of a vein (usually at the point of highest
pain), secondly when we engage Doppler mode, no blood flow can be
verified through the vein and thirdly when we press down on the place of
suspect thrombosis, the veins does not collapse. A thrombus in
reorganization can have blood flow through it, but it still will not collapse
on pressure.
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Image showing a thrombus in transverse and longitudinal scan.

Image showing a thrombus in reorganization with blood flow present in
the vein.
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Fast checking for the DVT, deep venous thrombosis, includes
pressure tests above femoral vein and its juncture with vena saphena
magna, and above popliteal vein. Superficial thrombosis is for the most
part recognizable even without conducting a doppler exam. In most
cases, DVT is accompanied with enlargement of inguinal lymph nodes.
Varicose veins are usually quite easily identified as large,
anechogenic subcutaneous veins (portions or collateral branches of
superficial veins, vena saphena magna and vena saphena parva). There
is little to no blood flow in these “sacks” when scanned in the Doppler
mode. When pressed, varicose veins still collapse and upon lifting the
probe, blood flow can be detected with Doppler mode. It is important to
note that the amount of varicose veins and their location can vary, but
most are branches of the v. saphena magna or the whole vein can
sometimes be varicose. In some cases even perforant veins which
connect superficial and deep veins can be dilated and they can be seen
as anechogenic strips „perforating‟ the tissue perpendicularly to the long
axis of the limb.

Image showing varicose veins in transverse scan.
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Venous insufficiency is defined as a failing of the venous valves
and is a stepping stone to varicose veins as the blood moves back when
there is pressure (such as abdominal tension) from the proximal regions
of the body. The test to discover such pathology is quite easy: while
scanning a vein in longitudinal scan, we ask the patient to tens up in the
same way as when passing stool, at that moment if venous valves are
intact blood flow stops in the veins, if they are not, the blood flow starts
flowing in the opposite direction (simply put, red appears instead of
blue). This is a sure sign of venous insufficiency.
There is a lot more to blood vessel pathology of the lower limbs,
but in family medicine POCUS ultrasound the information presented
here is more than enough to aid every family medicine specialist to set
an adequate diagnosis and begin treatment or refer the patient to an
adequate specialist. Other pathology, not presented here, such as blood
vessel tumors, AV fistula etc. should be immediately referred to a
vascular surgeon.
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LUNG ULTRASOUND
Point of care ultrasound is becoming more and more popular,
especially since the beginning of the SARS Cov – 2 virus pandemic. The
main use of the ultrasound machine when pertaining to the lung is
identifying the presence or absence of pneumothorax, pleural effusion,
and evaluating different segments of the lung in the sense of a possible
pathological process, the most common of which is an infection such as
pneumonia. Lung ultrasound can be performed with both a linear and a
convex probe, but the linear probe is more commonly used. Scanning
can be performed with the patient in the supine position with hands
behind his head, and after part of the scanning the patient turns to one
side and then to the other in order to finish the scanning process. Also, if
it is possible, the patient can be scanned while sitting. Six regions are
scanned when performing POCUS evaluation of each lung, as we can
see in the following picture:

The first thing one should identify is the space between two ribs,
the so called „Batwing‟ sign. Within the intercostal space we can see the
lung tissue and evaluate it, also the pleura is seen as a bright line that
runs between two ribs.
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The pleura is first evaluated, namely the sliding of the visceral
and parietal pleura. This sliding is normal and is a sure sign of the
absence of pneumothorax, and should always be looked for. When
using the convex probe, this movement can sometimes be hard to
identify, indeed in some patients even with a powerful linear probe the
movement can be hard to identify. Due to this, M mode can be used to
confirm the presence of sliding. When the caliper is placed on the pleura
in a lung without pneumothorax, the picture of a „sandy beach‟ can be
seen which is sure sign of the absence of pneumothorax. On the other
hand if we see the „barcode‟ sign, then there is sure a pneumothorax.

The next thing we evaluate is the deep space in between the
ribs. In healthy tissue, due to reverberation, the pleural line „repeats‟ in a
horizontal patern. The lines in this pattern are called A lines and are
considered a normal finding (healthy lines). If no pneumothorax is found
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and all the lung points we scan have A lines with no additional finding,
then the patient‟s lungs are perfectly healthy.

B lines are hyperehogenic lines that are perpendicular to the
pleural line, and if in one intercostal space two or more B lines are
found, or a wide B line is found, this is considered a pathological finding
that is indicative or an inflammation (increased tissue density, products
of inflammation present in the tissue). B lines are created by the
ultrasound wave passing through dense fluid. One narrow B line in an
intercostal space is not a pathological finding, since it can stem from
scar tissue present in the pleura or in the lung tissue.
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When there is a consolidation present, we can see it as a
hepatisation of the lung tissue, usually present right underneath the
pleura. In many cases, under the consolidation there are B lines present
that stem from the fluid present in the tissue. This finding is
characteristic or pneumonia, atelectasis or tissue distal from an airway
obstruction. The C (consolidation) finding should immediately warrant
additional diagnostic procedures in order to definitely establish the
cause of the consolidation.
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The final point of evaluation are the basses of both lung as well as the
diaphragm. The point of evaluation on the right side is the point where
we can visualize the liver, kidney and diaphragm. Due to an ultrasound
artefact, the diaphragm acts like a mirror and thus a normal finding is a
finding of hepatic tissue on both sides of the diaphragm. A finding of an
anehogenic (black) field on the lung side of the diaphragm is a sign of a
pleural effusion. An almost identical test is performed on the left side,
but here we visualize the spleen and the left kidney.

PLAPS points on lung ultrasound (“posterior and/or lateral alveolar
and/or pleural syndrome”). will be most relevant for assessing the
presence of pleural effusions and consolidations. Point your indicator
towards the patient‟s head.
Lung ultrasound is becoming a very popular method of evaluating the
healing progress in patients with pneumonia, since the appearance of
pneumonia progresses from A lines, B lines to C finding and in healing
the process is reversed, from consolidation to B lines and then to a
normal finding of A lines.
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Important note: this curriculum does not cover detailed instruction about
placement of the probe, anatomical orientation during Doppler exam and
other issues that belong to the hands-on courses.
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